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Harald publisher Laurie Malleff talks with Lorne 
Dyck, manager of the new Skeena Mall. Dyck 
said space is still available for rental and 21 
r i l l  
businesses will be opening up during the next few 
weeks. He said construction has been going 
smoothly and the weather is really cooperating 
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Demonstrat ion 
turnout poor 
20¢ 
Terrace.Kitimat Airport Fire Department held a 
demonstration near the runway Saturday af- 
ternoon. Due to the poor turnout by the public 
with the schedule. The mall will be officially 
opened on November 1. 
Workers from Coulter Electric Ltd. in Terrace 
III 
~i:~; ~=,:~,~:~.~,," ........ , .:,:~:,~:=~!,~,~ ............... . . . . . . .  "~," .'::~: " 
the fire hall may not hold such demonstrations in 
the future. The firemen had the 6500 gallons of 
fuel out in a couple of minutes. 
Byelections decided today 
A Progressive Con- 
servative sweep? A Liberal 
rout? A stand-pet decision? 
Pay your money and take 
your pick as voting begins 
today In a record 15 federal 
byelectioas. 
More than 900,000 
Canadians have a chance to 
mark ballots and formally 
tell federal leaders and their 
parties how they stack up 
politically in advance of next 
year's general election. 
Predictions of the out- 
come, however, are as 
varied as the ridings at 
stake. 
Conservatives, hoping to 
cash in on what they per- 
ceive to be an anti- 
government, antiTrudeau 
mood in the country, say 
they should take 10 of the 15 
seats, up from the six they 
captured during the last 
general election in 1974. 
New Democrats, op- 
timistic for similar reasons, 
have their eye on "four, 
perhaps five," an aide to 
leader Ed Broadbent said 
Sunday. 
But he added that the 
~ rty is placing as much portanee on popular vote 
t 
as it is on seats. Even if it popular vote, he said. are keeping their guesses to Tile contested ridings 
loses all 15, the party plans to in 1974, the NDP took only themselves. But party 
regard the results as nothing one of the current byelection planners ay they would be 
more than "an unfortunate rldings--Broadview in content withfiveandpleased 
roll of the dice" as long as it Toronto. , with seven, the number they 
increases its share of the Liberals, for the most part, won in the 1974 election. 
Pasties may defy the 
OTTAWA (CP)-Postal 
workers will defy a back.to- 
work bill if they are ordered 
to remain on the job under 
current conditions, union 
leader Jean-Claude Parrot 
sa~hd Sunday. 
e federal government 
has threatened to introduce a 
hackto.work hill today and 
union executives were set to 
meet through the night to 
decide whether to fight or 
negotiate. 
When Parrot was asked ff 
he will counsel members to 
defy the law, he said in 
Toronto: "I will take my 
decision when the time will 
come." 
Parrot, president of the 
23,-000-member Canadian 
Union of Postal Workers 
(CUPW), was to tell acting 
Labor Minister Andre 
Ouellet today whether the 
union will go along with la- 
bor department i tervention 
aimed at negotiating a new 
contract. 
"We have got demands 
and we are ready to 
*S  I ,  negotiate those demana, 
Parrot' said after a CUPW 
meeting in Toronto. 
Voting continues 
for the new pope 
Black smoke billowing into begin a second ay of voting 
the night from the chimney today, with two ballots 
atop the Sistine Chapel scheduled for the morning 
signalled to the world and, if no pope is elected, two 
Sunday that the cardinals of more in the afternoon. 
the Roman Catholic Church A. few seconds after the 
failed to elect a successor to black smoke began puffing 
Pope John Paul I on the first from the chimney Sunday 
day of voting in their secret evening, it turned grey, but 
conclave, the Vatican radio said the 
The lit cardinal-electors, signal was black. 
reach from Humber-St. 
George's-St. Barbe in 
Newfoundland to Burnaby- 
Richmond-Delta in British 
Columbia. 
order 
However, he ,..:ded he has 
found "from past ex- 
perience, it is only when we 
are on the street that they 
start to negotiate." 
The mail sorters and 
postal clerks represented by 
the union have been without 
a contract for 14 months 
"and we are subjected right 
now to all sorts of in- 
justices." 
He said if the government 
introduces a back.to-work 
bill but does nothing to 
improve working conditions 
for postal workers or un- 
dercuts provisions won in the 
last contract, he will rec- 
ommend efiance of the law. 
Mter the Toronto meeting, 
Parrot returned to Ottawa 
for the key meeting with 
other executives ofhis union. 
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remove the electrical vault for the Skeena Mall 
outside the east entrance of the mall. The vault 
is the nerve centre of the malt. 
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Pair found, 
on¢,, boy dies 
HOUSTON,  B.C. tCP)  -- 
" "  ohe  of two'Ti~/e-ye~ii~-01d buys  .... 
fi,und in dense bush during 
the weekend died Sunday 
after the cold and wet ordeal 
that prompted a massive 
search for them Wednesday. 
RCMP in this west-central 
British C,lumbia ' com- 
munity said Jamie Baxter 
died in hospital in nearby 
Smithers, B.C. after he was 
h,und earlier Sunday. 
His companion, David 
Crocker, was in satidfaetory 
condition in hospital in 
Smithers Sunday night after 
im was found in good con- 
dition Saturday in bush 
about five kilometres from 
his home. He was wearing 
,,nly long underwear and his 
• coat when found. 
It was not immediately 
known what Jamie died from 
but Harry Vandenberg, who 
found Ihe boy lying on rocks, 
said his hands and face were 
blue and his clothes were 
soaking wet when 
discovered. 
The boys wandered away 
from the Crocker home on a 
rural gravel link to the town 
while their mothers were 
visiting after school. 
Many of the community's 
normal activities topped as 
up to 400 wdunteers, aided by 
two helicopters and tracking 
dogs, searched for the boys. 
Officials feared they cot J 
not survive for long in t e 
bush. 
N,rthwtmd Pulp Ltd. and 
Houston Forest Products, 
the lawn's major employers, 
closed operations so em- 
ployees could join in the 
search. Stores were all but 
empty and scores of women 
from church groups and 
service clubs fed the sear- 
chers. 
Jamie was found about wo 
kiiometres from where 
David was located, Van- 
denberg said. 
CONTR O VERSIAL BUT MUCH CHANGED 
SHELFORD SAYS 
'YES, I'LL RUN' 
Sacred MLA Cyril Shelford announced 
Friday evening that he will seek re.election 
whenever the next provincial election is 
called. 
Speaking to the Terrace Social Credit 
Association Shelford said, "1 can't quit 
before the job is finished, besides which I 
wouldn't want Frank Howard to run against 
an amateur. 
During his speech Shelford said Canada, 
and particularly B.C., must continue to cut 
back on the sale of natural resources in a 
raw state, "part of our problem is that we 
do not develop our own resources, there is 
always another country getting Into the 
act". 
In an attempt to emphasize his argument 
Shelford claimed that Ontario will be one of 
the worst off provinces in Canada, "they 
will become a have-- not province". 
The Honourable Hugh Curtis, Minister of 
Municipal Affairs, who was on hand for the 
Sacred meeting told the gathering that he 
was not in Terrace to convince the ex. 
Agricultural Minister Shelford to run again, 
"but I iust happened to be here". 
Shelford replied, "1 never listen to 
ministers only to the people". 
" I  am not changing my mlnd about 
retirement but apparently the people want 
me to postpone it," Shelford said. 
Asked about possible "Right to Work" 
legislation Shelford replied, "we would need 
a substantial maiorlty of people in support 
of such an action before we could consider 
• such legislation 
Prior to Shelford's address new officers of 
-the Terrace Social Credit party were 
elected; C. Hatter was elected president, 
Lavone Holt, treasurer, E. Chlten, W. 
eJong, Helen Jefferson were named 
directors. 
Carter's energy plan finally wins approval 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- 
The United States Congress 
gave Jimmy Carter the 
biggest domestic victory of 
his presidency Sunday, 
wearily approving a national 
energy plan that had 
changed alot since it was 
first sent to Capitol Hill 18 
months ago. 
' The 95th Congress ent he 
~dte Home a package that 
includes drlcing provisions 
for Alaskan natural gas to be 
moved to the lower 48 states economic interests at home marking the end of nearly 25 Before the final H.use 
via a proposed $10-billion and abroad." years of congressional w,te, Senator James 
pipeline through Canada. Members of the House of debate on natural gas." AlxJurezk tDem. S.D.) led a 
Representatives finished Critics said the energy their 231-tv-168 vote for the "The U.S. has taken a IS.hour Senate filibuster 
plan will cost U.S. con- energy program at T:32 a.m. giant first step toward the against a collection .f 
sumers too much and EDT, shortly after dawn development of an effective energy taxesand lax credits, 
produce few new energy broke over an around-the- national energy program," delaying not only final ap- 
reserves. McMillian said in a proval of the program but 
clock legislative session, also congressional ad- 
But Carter saIG the John MeMillian, chairman statement, journment. 
package "will advance our of Northwest Alaskan The legislation stirred 
national security, imureour Pipeline Co., called the bitter controversy and its The flve-parl energy 
freedom of actiqn in foreign House w,te '*a major outcomewas in doubt almost package is a far weaker one 
affairs and protect our leg is lat ive mi lestont until the end. than Carter sent to Congress 
on April 20, 1977, as "the 
m.ral equivalent of war," 
A multi.billion-ckdlar tax 
.n crude .il, which Carter 
.nee ~ermed the centrepiece 
,f the pr.gram, and a five- 
cent-a-gallon lax on gascdine 
were dropped as the 
measure worked its way 
through Congress. 
Nonetheless, the measure 
marks the first attempt o 
.vercome widely divergent 
regional and ecom~mle in- 
teresls and enac[ a unified 
pdicy Io increase energy 
production and encourage 
c.nservation. 
A parallel gtml is a 
reduction of imported oil. 
The United States now uses 
alx,ut 16million barrels of'oil 
daily, iml~,rting alxmt half 
ihal amount. 
Curler's energy advisers 
claim the energy program 
approved by Omgrees will 
reduce that-by 2.5 million 
barrels daily, improving the 
p,sition of the U.S. dollar 
abroad and enhancing 
confidence in the U.S. econ. 
amy among its trading part. 
ners .  
Besides that, th~ prestdent 
had staked his political 
credibility on the legislation, 
con't page 2 
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Liberals take promises to House 
Donald commission from 
RICHMO , • • - -  
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The late ~ summer, all ot whom Among the bills to begiven by $220 million in fiscal 1979- would imure the loans--to politician's public duties and Progressive Conservative questioning ministers and releasing their answers, a 
Liberulgovemmont, already said .they were whittling first reading is one that 80 in addition to reducing 
pledged to a program o! down their departmental would provide an extra $20 funds for special programs 
economic restraint, akes its budgets, monthly to 1.2 million elderly by $150 million. The pro- 
Canadians who rely on the grams include bilingual 
premiss to Parllam. ent this As a result, a number of government's' guaranteed training, health resources 
weekwith the lntroducuonoz federal progradts have been income supPlement to round and tax benefits for public 
several bills announced by marked either for out their monthly oldage' utilities. Prime Minister Trudeau and 
his cabinet during August elimination or greatly security payment. reduced operating budgets. A fourth piece of 
and september. Many of tSe moves regalre Another bill would legislation would amend the 
Trudeau went on national television Aug. I to say his parliamentary approval unu decrease monthly family National Housing Act to 
that process is ~heduled to allowance benefits by about transfer more responsibility 
government would ira- begin ~ week. ~6 a mouthwhlle providing a for housing programs to the 
mediately reduce its refundable tax credit of M~00 provinces. It would also 
spending as an indication of The government also re- for famillee whose incomes reduce federal capital 
Its desire to stimulate the affirmed its intention to are less than $18,000 an- commitments for housing, 
economy, make the economy a priority nually, with private lenders ex- 
The prime minister's item in its policy-previewing pected to put up money for 
surprige aunouncemant was Speech From the Throne A third measure would public housing programs. 
followed by appearances oy that opened the new session chop federal ' transfer 
cabinet ministers during the of Parliament Thursday. payments to the provinces The federal': government 
give the private lenders the 
security they requlre-and it 
Would also provide subsidies 
to lower the interest rates. 
The governmest also will 
bring forward several bills in 
the same form that were in-' 
troduced during the last 
session of Parliament. 
All of those bills automati- 
cally died when the third ses- 
sion of the 20th Parliament 
was prorogued but the 
government says it will re- 
introduce them in the same 
form. 
Among these bills is one 
aimed at reducing conflict- 
of.Interest between a 
Bacteria might make good miners 
OTTAWA ( C P ) - -  Bacteria uranium, from lowgrade be the answer to en- fully understood. 
are joining the traditional ores, says a report from the .v i ronmenta l  po l lu t ion  One mine in Canada, 
drill and shovel as tools of Canada Centre for Mineral arising from mining Agnew Lake Uranium Mines 
the mining trade• and Energy Technology, a operations, it says, because Ltd., near Esparola in 
Some varieties of the branch of the energy, mines much of the ore can be Northerh Ontario, is 
microscopic reatures can and resources department, treated underground, beginning production using 
'be used in production of • Bacterial leaching, as the But more study is requlred bacterial leaching both 
metals, such as copper and process is called, might also for a process that is not yet underground and on the 
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Energy plan approved 
which occupied more of his pricing provisions woma tneventure and work on final privately financed and 
time end attention than any place too great a burden on design and construction completed in a timely 
other domestic issue, consumers, plans, fashion." 
The--m-0s't controversial It wasn't until late Friday, The bill sets the price of The stalemate over the 
section of the legislation whentheHounerejectedbya gnsto he moved throngh the natural gus prielng plan had 
deals with ending about 25 one-vote margin an attempt pipeline at $1.45 per already resulted in some 
years of federal price con- to split off the gas bill for a thousand cubic feet in 1977 delays for the pipeline. 
trois on natural gas. separate vote in the U.S. dollars, adjusted for FoothillsPipeLines (Yukon) 
inflation. As well, the price Ltd., the Canadian partner, 
The final version of the chamber, that approval of of gas delivered through the estimated that the starting 
energy bill, a comprom.ke " the energy package became worked out from vasuy- virtually assured, line will be rolled in wire date has been set back about 
different bills passed earlier Opponents had felt thatby other U.S. gas prices, nine months, to the fall of 
by the House and Senate, forcing a separate vote on MeMillian said these 1983, because of legislative 
wonldremove price contro~ the gas  provisions, they provisions virtually assure delays. 
from 'newly discovere • stood a chance of defeating that the gas will be MeMiliian gave no such 
natural gas by 1905 and sets it. But the House voted in- marketable, estimate, saying pipeline 
prices for Alaskan Gas to he stead to consider the various McMilllsn, president ofthe sponsors now will have to 
transported via the northern ~ergy bills passed by ~e U.S. partner in the joint Can- "evaluate the impact of such 
pipeline through Canada. Senate as one big bill, to ne ada-U.S, pipeline venture, a delay on our construction 
The gas bill was hard passed on a single vote. .. said approval of the energy costs and scheduling." 
fought until the end, opposed McMillinn said that wits package before the 95th "We also will study means 
by an unusual coalition of gas prices set, producers Congress ended, during..the to minimize the impact of the 
conservative Republicans now can begin making weekend was 'essentiat n ,  substantial time taken by 
who wanted price controls contracts for the sale of gas. the 4,800-mile-long (7,680- Congress to pass this 
and Pipeline sponsors also can kilometre-long) pipeline es~ntial legislation." lifted sooner liberal Democrats w~;~!~;t .he ,:oPtart arranging financing of from Alaska is to be tronically, the U.S. • Federal Energy Regulatory 
~'~ ;: ~:~:":";~":;'~'":":~"": ..... ' " • Commission (FERC) could 
. , . .> . . . .  :.:; : , "  have handled the pricing 
matter for the pipeline. But 
Carter administration offi- 
cials decided to use the con- 
gressional route because 
they thought it might be 
faster• 
FERC now is considering 
,he other major decision 
affecting the pipeline--the 
rate of return that will be 
allowed on equity. The 
commission is putting the 
final touches on a formula 
,hat will allow a high return 
on investment if cost over- 
runs are kept down. Returns 
would decrease sub- 
stantially, however, if costs 
increase. 
The pipeline st ill has a long 
way to go in getting 
Canadian and U.S. 
regulatory approvals, but 
officials are hopeful that 
from now on, things will he 
easier. 
surface. 
Annual production at the 
operation, about 40 miles 
from SudbmT, is expected to 
be one million pounds of 
uranium oxide (U-30~L The 
ore is first broken down into 
small pieces 20 centimetres 
or less in diameter. 
The process is being u.sed 
much more widely in me 
United States, where an 
estimated 15 to 20 per cent of 
that country's total copper 
production comes from 
leached ores. 
As higher grade ores are 
being used up, it is expected 
that by the mid-1980s up to 
haft of the U.S. copper 
• production may come from 
bacterial leaching. 
The bacteria species being 
used is Thiobacillus ferro- 
oxidans, an organism 
federal scientists say obtains 
energy from the oxidation of 
iron from ore molecular 
state to another. , 
The bacteria need only 
carbon dioxide, oxygen and 
mineral salts with nitrogen 
as well as iron to become 
active• 
Thiobacilius ferro-oxidans 
acts as a biological catalyst, 
~ romoting the rate of ecomposition about one 
million times faster than a 
similar chemical oxidation 
at the same temperature. 
• The bacterial leaching 
technology aims at creating 
optimal growth of the.. 
organism on sulphide 
(sulphur-bearing); minerals ~: 
that contain metals. 
The metals are dissolved 
out by diluted 
i~ydrosulphur ic  ac id  
produced by the bacteria nd 
then recovered from the acid 
solution. 
The bacteria lso pose a 
problem for the en- 
viroument, however. When 
waste rock containing 
sulphide minerals such as 
pyrite are exposed to the a!r, 
effluents arising from the 
decay of the minerals can 
pollute the surrounding area. 
The report suggests the ~ 
decay can be inhihited by 
injecting wastes with bac- 
terial viruses that would 
destroy the organism. 
But, it says, en- 
vironmentaf damage can be 
reduced by leaching the ore 
underground in most mining 
operations. 
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private interests• 
The legislation would bar 
par l iamentar ians  from 
holding influential Corporate 
jobs and from withholding 
the nature of their financial 
interests. 
The government also will 
reintroduce its controversial 
hill to allow for federal 
referendums on questions of 
national unity or con- 
stitutionai change. 
Four bills are to be re-in- 
traduced in the Senate. They 
deal with international tax 
conventions, business and 
nonprofit corporations and 
safe containers for tran- 
sport. 
DIPS 
MAP 
S.A. 
PLAN 
PRETORIA tAP) - -  
External Affairs Minister 
Donald Jamieson of 
Canada huddled with 
other top Western 
| diplomats Sunday to map 
| strategy foi" tails this 
[ week with the new South 
| African government on 
| the future of South-West 
[ Africa. 
I Jamieson sat down with 
| U.S. State Secretary 
Cyrus Vance, British 
Foreign Secretary David 
Owen and West German 
Foreign Minister Hans- 
Dietrich Geuscher. 
The Canadian, Owen 
and G'enscher arrived 
here earlier in the day 
from Windhoek, South- 
West Africa, where they 
sounded out local political 
and church'leaders on,a~ 
United Nati0n~ Plan for~,~.: 
transition to  ... in-', 
de~ndonce and black- 
majority rule in the 
territory, also called 
Namibia. 
Vance flew here 
Saturday. He, the other 
three and France's 
Deputy Foreign Minister 
Oiivier Stirn are 
scheduled to meet with 
South Africa's new prim~ 
minister, Pietei" Boiha 
and ot~er South African 
"0ffiCi~Is today." " 
They are the highest- 
ranking Western 
delegation to confront he 
Pretoria govenment on its 
own soil in an effort to 
persuade the South 
Africans to abandon their 
go.it-alone plan for 
managing elections in 
SouthWest Africa, a plan 
that would probably 
perpetuate the antiSouth 
African black guerrilla 
war there. 
The vast sparsely- 
and other minerals. 
South Africa has 
governed the former 
German colony since 1920 
under a League of 
Nations mandate, but the 
UN revoked the mandate 
in 1966 and since then has 
~een trying to remove the 
vhite-dominated South 
ffrican administration 
here. 
The South-West Africa 
'eople's Organization, 
acked by blaeK-rmea 
ffrican ,states and 
?ommunist countries, 
as fought a hit.and-run 
asurgency for 12 years 
~gainst South African 
roods. 
Diplomatic sotlrces 
iboard Owen's plane told 
~eporters the major  
~uestion on tap would be 
~vbether South Africa has 
~cided to risk unilateral 
action in South-West 
Africa or whether it is 
prepared to continue 
negotiations with the 
West. 
"We don't expect to 
turn South Africa 
around," said one source 
who asked not to be 
identified. "What we'd 
like to do is end up still 
talking after those two 
days." 
"We are ready," said 
South Afr ican Foreign 
Ministerl R.F. Baths, no 
relation to the prime 
minister, before he met 
the visiting Westerners at
the airport. 
The five Western 
countries have been 
trying to get South Africa 
to adopt a UN plan for 
withdrawing its troops 
and allowing a UN force, 
including civilians, to 
oversee national elections 
in conjunction with a 
South African civil ad- 
ministration. 
South Africa has sot its 
own elections for Dec. 4. 
leader Joe Clark says Prime 
Minister Trudeau should 
stop acting l i l t  the Rielfard 
Nixon of the north• 
Clark says Trudean, in his 
latest statement on the 
McDonald royal commission 
line allegations of RCMP 
wrongdoing, is using 'the 
Canadian equivalent of 
executive privilege. 
He told about 400 persons 
at the annual• British 
Columbia Conservat ive 
party convention Saturday 
that RCMP officers have 
testified they broke laws, 
"but now, when it is the 
ministers' turn, the 
government wants to change 
the rules." 
"What have Liberal 
• ministers been saying in 
secret about the RCMP? 
What secret orders were 
given to the RCMP? 
"The commission, to its 
credit, has taken a different 
view on what it will publish. 
The Trudeau government 
has an obligation to stop 
trying to muzzle royal 
commissions• Trudeau 
should stop acting like the 
Richard Nixon of the north." 
After his speech, Clark 
said that if Trudcau suc- 
ceeds in blocking the Me- 
Conservative. government 
would "make sure that what 
was hidden by the cover-up 
became known to the 
public." " 
"If he (Trudasu) continues 
to try to hide, to try to muzzle 
royal commissions, to 
ml~.de democracy in this 
country, we will use this in 
the fight to get rid of this., 
most dangerous gov-~ 
ernment." 
He said a Conservative 
government would ..pass a 
Freedom of Informauon act 
with an independent tribunal 
established to assess cases 
for exemption. 
Clark, who was verbally 
lashed in the Commons by 
Trudeau last week, said the 
prime minister's two-hour 
speech was "rather indirect 
flattery." 
Clark said that in spite of 
Trudeau's' contention that 
Canada faced problems o 
serious, that a general 
election could not be called, 
the prime minister only 
attacked "what he consid- 
ered to he his major problem 
in this country--me." . 
"He is best while on the at- 
tack, but never against prob- 
lems, just people. 
Boumidienne visits Moscow 
ALGIERS tAP) --  
Algerian President Houari 
• Boumedienne, who dropped 
from public view three 
weeks ago, has left for 
Moscow and meetings Wia~ 
Soviet leaders, the offiela 
Algerian news agency said 
Sunday. 
There had been no ad- 
vance word on plans for such 
a visit. The announcement 
appeared to be a reply to 
• .persistent rumors and 
. Speculative French and Arab 
~. press reports con ccn_~_ing the 
• whereabouts of the 53-year- 
old former guerrilla com- 
mandar. Some said he was 
ill, others that he had been 
wounded in an attempted 
coup or had secluded himself 
to work on political policy. 
The agency did not say 
when Boumedienne l ft for 
Moscow, how long he would 
day by the Kuwait' 
newspaper Al Qabas. 
In Moscow, the Algerian 
ambassador was not im- 
mediately available to 
confirm the report that the 
president was visiting the 
Soviet capital. 
Speculation about Boume- 
dienne grew Sunday after 
the Egyptian ewspaper AI 
Anram reported that an 
Arab foreign ministers' 
conference in Iraq has been 
postponed "because of 
events in Algeria." 
An Iraqi foreign ministry 
spokesman i Baghdad con- ' 
fu'med the AI Ahcam report 
that the  conference, 
scheduled for next weekend, 
had been postponed for a 
week, but he said it was 
because of "the wishes of 
Arab countries." He said a 
be away or whether he would summit meeting of hardline 
I be  travelling to other non- ,~ab 'states is being post- 
:~;/hiig/md and :-sovietbloc l~d~d t0'N0V"2 ff0m.N0v. 1 
, ;c~untries, as reported Sun 7 for .¢h.e ~n i  e reason. ~,, 
I 
[ Arab leaders meet 
BEITEDDIN, Lebanon 
tAP) - -  Officials from seven 
Arab countries met Sunday 
to find a way to end months 
of bloody fighting between 
Syrian troops and right-wing 
Christian militiamen. 
They met in a 19th-century 
palace near this desert town- 
. ship, 24 kilometres southeast 
of Beirut• After morning and 
afternoon sessions, they ad- 
journed and announced 
plans to resume the tails 
today. 
Fuad Butros, Lebanon's 
defence and foreign 
minister, told reporters the 
• delegates were unanimous in
their commitment to find a 
peaceful solution to the 
conflict. 
Kuwaiti Foreign Minister 
Sahah AI Ahmad, Saudi 
Arabian Foreign Minister 
Prince Faisal and their 
Syrian counterpart, Abul 
Halim Khaddam, arrived 
together for the' closed 
conference. They were two 
hours late because of a 
meeting in Damascus with 
Syrian President Hafez 
Assad. 
They joined represen- 
tatives from Lebanon, 
Qatar, the United Arab 
Emirstes and Sudan. 
Except for Lebanon, the 
participants represented 
countries contributing troops 
or money to a 30,000-man 
Arab Deterrent Force 
(ADF) which halted 
Lebanon's civil war 23 
months ago. The 19-month 
conflict which claimed more 
than 37,000 lives pitted 
Lebanon 's  r ightw ing  
Christian militias against an 
alliance of leftist Moslems 
and Yasser Arafat's 
Pa les t ine  L iberat ion  
Organization. 
Motorist meets fiery death 
wreckage of the ear but 
RCMP said later that one. 
brson was killed. The 
etim's identity was not 
revealed. , 
The sports car was Jam- 
med beneath the truck, 
BURNABY, B,C. (CP) --  
A sports car driver died in a 
fiery collision with a fuel 
tanker truck outside an oil 
refinery in this Vancouver- 
area municipality Saturday. 
The accident occured as 
the truck, carrying 7,000 trapping the occupant. 
gallons of gasoline, left a Police were unable to get 
Gulf Oil depot. It was near the blazing vehicles for 
thought at one time that two more than an hour after the 
persons were trapped in the crash. 
Attempted coup crushed 
AMMAN (Reuter) - -  An 
attempted coup against 
President All Abdullah Salch 
of North Yemen was crushed 
Sunday, Arab diplomatic 
sources in the Jordanian 
capital reported. 
The sources aid the North 
Yemeni air force was 
brought in to crush the at- 
•tempt, mounted Sunday 
morning by a military .unit. 
(An official North 
Yemenese spokesman in 
Sun's said the government 
had foiled a "desperate 
attempt" at creating dis- 
sension and confusion in the 
country. 
tHe did not elaborate on 
details of the attempt, but he 
did say its organizers had 
been arrested.) 
Truck sets off land mine 
WINDHOEK, South-West 
Africa (Renter) - -  Sixteen 
people were killed Sunday 
when the truck in which they 
were ridiqg detonated a
guerrilla land mine, the chief 
minister of the Ovambo 
region-of South.West Africa 
(Namibia) reported. 
Pastor Cornelius NdjoI~. 
said the explosion occurred 
at Nkongo, in the north of the 
South African-adminlsteced 
territory. 
Black nationalist 
gt~rerrlllas of the South-West 
ica People's Orgunimti~: 
are fighting South Africa. 
rule. 
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CP Air head to look at schedule "CURTIS CLEARS. AzR " ta 
By Brian Oregg Heal th  unit  pays  xes,  
No improvements can be made to the 
TerraceKit imat airport, lan Gray, CP Air The Hunourable Hugh government buildings.". Iladeveryintentionofpaying voters will express their 
Curtis, minister of municipal Cyril Shniford local M.L.A. full taxes, displeasure wbm the time 
president to ld40 people at a Chamber of Com- "affairs, who'was in Terrace ,old 1he Herald that he was Curtissaidthatifthereisa comes. The minister met 
merce'dinher at the Lakelse Hotel Thursday.  and Kitimat over the able to tell Terrace council, serious schism between with both Terrace and 
He said, however,  a microwave landing weekend cleared up any within 24 hours of being Kitimat and Terrace Kitimat councik during his 
system may replace the Instrument land system misunderstanding con- asked, that the government politicians he is sure that the stay in the area. 
presently being used. The microwave system is earning the regional health 
centre. , SHELFORD SAYS still being developed but once it is standardized it "B.C. Building Cor- 
will improve service here, he said. p,ration will pay total S e l l  spr'ngs] to gov"( 
Gray  said he was not happy  with the winter municipal mxe~, the same as 
schedule and he was aware  tha i  residents here any other business," the 
were also not p leased with it. He later  took notes minister sled. 
on suggestions and complaints from local Curtis noted that even Cyril Shclford made and ~hen leased to private that perhaps what 
withoutan.ewc~urthouseand several suggestions to the enterprise. Canadians need is a mininter 
residents,  health centre Terrace's St,cial Credit Association "It is a natural resource of productivity. He claimed 
Gray said he wil l  t ry  to come up with a better grants in lieu of taxes will Meeting held Friday at the which should he controlled that General Motors 
schedulewhenhe¢letsbacktoVancouverbutthe increase 216 per cent this Terrace Hotel. Included in by the government". (Canada) has had a car- 
biggest problem the company has is a shortage year. the suggestions was an idea Speaking of the plethora of buretor, designed by a 
of Boeing 737s for this area. C P Air  has plans to "The government of the ihat theHot Springs located visits to this area by cabinet Canadian, which will reduce 
buy some new planes in the spring and one of province has made it quite between Terrace prod ministers Shelford said that gas consumption by 25 per 
these will be used for tl1~ Terra'ce Flights. clear that we will be paying Kitimat should be bought by he appreciates the visits by cent for nine months. 
full municipal taxes on all the government, improved, the most ravelled cabinet in "They have been unable 
He expla inedthatwhi le  CP Air  showed a profit Ihe history of British to find anything wrong with 
of $20 mill ion last year it has been as much as $10 C4,1umbia". it but nothing has come d 
milli°n in the red in prevl°us years' The price °' l WEATHER [ ,,e,,or,.,..at" su=estedi 't"'s'"°"idayit a Boeing 737 is $11 mil l ion in U.S. funds. The 
planes are still on  back-order from the T~T~ | 
manufacturers, he said. e son  v s s to  
He said the main reason for increases in t icket 
prices is due to Increased fuel and labor costs. A large ridge . f  high m 13 degree Celcius range, The Honourable James council are particularly 
Gray sled he suspects the Ministry of Transport pressure has formed over and ,he firs, frost of the fall Nielsen, Minister of the interested in having the 
the Pacific Northwest, and season is expected tonight, Enviroment, will visit minister inspect erosion 
(MOT) is planning an increase of.$72 million per shows signs of remaining as lows will be around the Terrace this week. problems along the banks of 
year in landing fees. This money will be paid by stationary for a few days. freezing mark. He . will he, the sixth the Skeena River. 
• T, morrow morning's fog minister to come to the area An ex-hot line host, NieYen 
all air l ine companies using airports and they will This sh,uld result in foggy sh, uld clear up by n.un, and within the past four weeks, may find himself on the 
have to get it f rom their customers, m.rnings and sunny at- Ihe,udouk is for dry, sunny Included in his itineraw hutseat as local citizens will 
all air l ine companies using airports and they ternt,ms, weather ton,.rrow at- are meetings with Kitimat be given the oppertanliy to. 
wil l  have to get from their  customers. High lemperatures this turin,m, and for (henex, few and Terrace councils, question him about eu- 
ahernt.m should be in the II days. Members of Terrace vironmental concerns. 
| 
Ph i l ip  
charms 
Tin~nip~ eg Last winter British Columbia hit -37°C 
Prince Philip spent a busy 
afternoon in Winnipeg 
_.,. What'll it be this winter? 
Anglican cathedral, a Ro- 
man Catholic hospital and a 
training facility for sea 
• cadets. 
The Duke of Edinburgh is 
here to receive an in- 
ternational ward at a fand- 
raising dinner sponsored by 
the St; Boniface General 
Hospital Research Foun- 
dation. 
He was to leave this 
.. morning to fly back to 
,~ London. 
, The royal plane, an An- 
dover turbo-prop, arrived at 
Winnipeg In.tgrnationai . . . . . . . .  ~. 
, ,Airport from the U.S~ at " 
12:50. p.m, EDT::,:A .,.crew 
member said Philip had 
been at the controls during 
the flight. 
The prince was greeted by 
a group of about 50 officials 
and reporters, including 
Manitoba Lt..Gov. F.L. 
Jobin and his wife, Premier 
Sterling Lyon and 
representatives of the re. 
search foandalion. 
11re first stop for the royal 
entourage was St. Johns 
Cathedral in north Winnipeg, 
where Philip met Ar- 
chbishop E.W. Scott, 
primate of the Anglican 
Church of Canada, and 
Bishop Barry Valentine ~f. 
tbedlsceseofRupert s tun  . 
He also viewed a stained 
glass window installed last 
week that includes a likeness 
of the Queen holding the 
Scriptures. 
Bishop Valentine said the 
prince made no comment on 
the likeness itself, but talked 
extensively with designer 
Ernest Asheroft and Andy 
Cor~er, head of the ~m- 
pony that made the glass. 
"He seemed much more 
interested in  the whole 
tecbuologyof it," the bishop Mother push get or a loan said of the prince. "He was very Interested in how they 
got the colors so rich and 
- get you going? |~.=por ters, hotographers you started to and a crowd of several hundred were asked to remain outside the ~ 
cathedral. The  prince 
emerged into the crisp 
autumn air, got in a 
limousine and waved as the 
ll~l~aion worked its way If money is the only • Flexible interest . We'll make all the • Get the whole 
past church members in 
choir robes, boys in school 
Jackets, scouts and girl thing standing between rates. On approval arrangements with amount you 
~ides and several dozen 
o=stume..iklten dr ssed in Biblical you and a newer car, we'll tailor a you before you go need, usually 
At St. Boniface General 
Hospital minutes later, here's why you should r~payment plan car shopping, within 24 hours. 
~Philip and a select group 
~e.~-me o,the..r~, talk to us about a that won't strain The money is ready 
foundation's facilities. Those 
on hospital business were b~ .t o, ,he-~ po~,o. Personal Loan. your budget, when you are. 
of the lobby by security 
personnel and police and 
w¢'e asked to use stairs 
`eva-.insteadPhilipH~M~C~S~to.~The~6afternooncadets.~p~eeent~`tidalofC~p~mwa~seatwoand`program~erti~cetas~a~dotsnearbyatwhereandthefor ~ ROYAL BAN K 
rangers who received the 
Duke of Edlnburgh's Award Serving you throughout British Columbia 
in Canada. 
The presentation was the 
sixth of its kind in Canada 
this year, but the pr~ said I 
he was sorry at least one o! i the WineipeS recipients had to wait about z~ years to 
receive a eeftLfleate. 
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Peter Crowder's dish, a sign of the times 
Wednesday night I at- 
tended a meeting at the 
q'bornhill Community Hail 
and I am disgusted with the 
people of Thurnhiil and some 
Terrace groups. 
This meeting was hdd to 
see how many individuals 
were interested in keeping 
the hall as a hall. If it (as it 
still might be) is turned hack 
to the Regional District to 
handle there is the 
possibility that it could be 
turned into a body shop 
warehouse or some such 
thing. 
Well let me tell you~ no one 
cared except for a few. Out 
of a good size population i  
this area a total of 16 people 
were presem, four from the 
Community Club, four from 
Totem Saddle Club, two from 
Fall Fair & three from the 
Kermode Friendship, one 
from the Thornhill Fire 
Dept., one from Karate Club 
& one other party. BIG 
DEAL! Where were you 
others that use the Hall 
tither or partys, dances or 
those who have free use of 
-the hall for meetings. 
This is probably one of the 
best halls in the Northwest. 
Yes we admit that the kit- 
$15 a couple you can dance 
all night and get a beautiful 
buffet type supper with 
everything imaginable. 
When they do start to get 
ahead a little, some stupid 
vandals (that's a nice word 
for them) think its great 
sport o rip the urnials off the 
walls, pull toilets off the floor 
or wait till four or five people 
have spent hours painting 
and while the paint is still 
fresh write all over the walls 
with lipstick. Don't think 
I'm just talking about 
teenagers doing damage 
some adults (or so called) 
are worse. This is just a 
little of the damage that has 
been done over the past hree 
years there has been much 
more, too much to mention. 
So, come on everyone, if
you want to wee the Thor- 
nhill Community Hall stay as 
a hail come out and attend 
the meetings. They are held 
the first Wed. of every month 
at 8 p.m. Don't sit home 
watching T.V. and drinking 
beer get out and do 
something useful. Thornhill 
should be proud they have 
such a good hall. 
For more into phone Jim 
P ier  at his home on Mt. 
View or at the Thornhill Fire 
chen could be better but that Dept. 
takes money. 
vsv, Thn~muni ty  Club has .. 
L:.,t~.ral~i0n.e~'f6r something REMEMBER.  1st. WED ,. 
.,~[~ ;,t~,~t ..... t~o. 9 .... P.'.: EVERY MONTH,  8 P.M. 
from the public this is im-  
possible They holdexcellant We are trying 
and reasonable priced 
dances and are lucky if they M. Barber 
get200 people. Normally for Totem Saddle Club 
Dear Sir: 
I have known Mayor 
George Tbam on a casual 
basis for the last four years 
and I cannot personally 
believe that he would act, at 
least o my way of thlnldng, 
so irrationally in regards to 
the proposed Skema health 
and human resources centre. 
If one was to look at a 
regional map it would be 
easily noticed that Terrace is 
the "hub" of the d~trict. If 
theceatre was in Kitimat he 
majority of the regional 
district's population would 
have to travel through the 
Terrace area to get to 
Kitimat. This to me seems 
very impractical, especially 
from a consumer's point of 
view. If anyone wanted to 
leave iatimat they have to 
go to Terrace first and vise 
verea. 
If you don't think, I am 
partways right ask B.C. 
Hydro why their 500 mv line 
comes into the Terrace area. 
Ask B.C. Hydro, also, why 
their regional offices are in 
Terrace. You could ask the 
Dept. of Highways the same 
thing if you're so inclined, or 
even B.C. Tel. Ask CFTK 
why they're in Terrace, or 
the community Corrections 
Centre, or Northwest 
Community College, or the 
Dept. of Indian & Northern 
Affairs. While you're at it, 
ask Iona Campagnolo, Cyril 
Shelford and the regional 
district why their offices are 
in Terrace. 
H you don't want to talk to 
any of these people try 
asking Finning Tractor, 
Inland Kenworth, CAE 
Morse or Terrace In- 
ternational why they are in 
Terrace instead of Kitimat. 
I'll bet a dollar's worth of 
donuts that they all will say 
that it's due to area ser- 
vicability and-or their own 
economic security. 
I could go on to the point of 
being overly redundant and 
maybe ven ridiculous with 
my list of.names but it does 
serve to drive home a point. 
Personally, I don't know why 
he is making such a big 
fuse! 1 
Walter Lefebvre 
Dear Editor, 
On behalf of President Bob 
Larmm and all of the Terrace 
Downtown Lions I would like 
to extend a very sincere 
"THANKS" to the people 
and bus in~s  of Terrace 
and surrounding area for 
their tremendous response to 
the Camzdian National In- 
stitute for the Blind annual 
canvas. 
The canvas netted 
16,253.53 to date. This is many 
certainly evidence that the helped 
people of Terrace do have canvas. 
compassion for a worthwhile 
charity. These contributions 
are certainly well placed 
when you consider that here 
are between 25 and 30 legally 
blind citizens in our im- 
mediate area who receive 
services of one kind or 
another from the Canadian 
National Institute for the 
Blind. 
A very special "Thanks" 
to the Centennial Lions, the 
Royal Bank and staff, CFTK 
radio and TV, The Herald, 
The News Advertiser, all of 
the area captains and the 
canvassers (who 
them) with the 
Yours sincerely, 
Lion AI Purschke 
Chairman, C.N.I.B. 
Letters welcome 
The Herald welcomes its readers comments. 
All leffers to the editor of general public Interest 
will be printed. We do, however, retain the right 
to refuse to print letters on grounds of possible 
libel or bad taste. We may also edit letters for 
style and length. All letters to be consid ' , J for 
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be~Jlll l l and double spaced. 
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DEMOCRATIC HOPES DOWN 
Carter's popularity up 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- 
Republican hopes for a big 
comeback in the Nov. 7 U.S. 
elections are fading as the 
Democrats, led by an again- 
popular President Carter, 
appear likely to make a 
strong showing. 
Analysts and pollsters ay 
that at this point the must 
likely result would be'a near 
stand-off in the 
congressional races and 
fewer Republican gains in 
key state races than had 
been been forecast earlier. 
While this forecast may 
the president's erm. A study 
by Congressional Quarterly 
says that in this century, the 
average l ss in the House of 
Representatives has been 34 
seats. 
A poll by the Washington 
Post, hoever, identifies only 
28 prime targets for a 
Republican takeover and 17 
House seats that might be 
ripe for a switch to the 
Democrats. The Democrats 
now have a 287-to-t46 ma- 
jority in the'Rouse, with two 
seats vacant. 
In the 100-seat Senate, 
doubling the 12 gover- 
norships they now control. 
However, several key 
states that seemed ripe for a 
Republican takeover a few 
'months ago, including 
. Florida, California and 
Pennsylvania, appear likely 
to remain under control of 
the Democrats. 
republicans have raised 
record sums of money for an 
off-year election and have 
developed a level of 
organization envied by many 
Democrats. 
And with inflation seen by 
change as campaigns get where 35 seats will be con- voters as the major problem, 
into full swing' after tested, the Democrats now and with tax-cutting 
Congress ends its session have 68 members to the measures springing up from 
this weekend, most analysts Republicans' 32. It appea_rs state to state following 
agree that prospects for a likely that the margin after California's proposition 13 
• Republican comeback are Nov. 7 may be about the vote, the issues would ap-i~ 
fairly poor. same. One third of,the • peatto fa~,oi" the. mbre Con- 
' Traditionally, the part that Senate is up for re-election, servative Rephblieans. 
holds the presidency loses In the governorship races The party is experiencing 
some congressional seats the Republicans are ex- major difficulty, however, in 
during offyear elections-- pected to fare better, its attempt to regain ground 
those held in the middle of perhaps coming close to lost in Congess and in the 
A LETTER FROM HOSKIN 
states in the first post. 
Watergate lection of 1974, 
followed by the less of the 
presidency in 1976. 
Bickering among 
Republican leaders, which 
evokes memories of the 
bitter 1976 leadership contest 
between Gerald Ford and 
Rouald Regan, and contin- 
uing party weakness at the 
state and local level are 
viewed as major problems 
for the Republicans, 
analysts ay. 
One of the major 
Republican strong points-- 
and an important election 
issue--has been the in- 
effectiveness of Carter. But 
this issue fell fiat with the 
'0ptimistic outcome of the 
Middle East peace 
negotiations at Camp David 
and the sudden upswing in 
popular support for the 
president that followed. 
Alcohol Awareness Week 
in ramble with alcohol. And 
while they are the heaviest 
losers from their problem 
drinking, those closest to 
them, their families, friends 
are co-workers also suffer. 
Alcoholism has created a 
serious drain on the 
Canadian economy. It has 
been estimated that 5 to 8 
per cent of the total work- 
force within any company 
has a serious alcohol 
problem. The resulting total 
economic cost to the 
province and to the country 
is staggering. 
For the past two years the 
Alcohol and Drug Com- 
mission through its hard- 
working divisions and net- 
work of funded agencies has 
steadily increased its ser- 
vices to the community. 
Treatme m facilities for 
alcoholism have been 
established throughout 
British Odumbia, and new 
treatment facilities are 
constantly under eview. 
Although people 
throughout the province 
should be encouraged to 
develop a new awareness of
alcohol and the effects of 
alcohol abuse during each 
week of the year, we believe 
that ALCOHOL 
AWARENESS WEEK, 
October 16-20, will give us a 
unique and exciting op- 
pertualty to focus interest 
and attention on a subject of 
owing concern to all of us. 
e ask for your support in 
bringing this information to 
the public. You can make a 
worthwhile contribution toa 
cause that needs all the 
support it can get. 
The Alcohol and Drug derstanding of a growing 
Commission has found that problem the Minister of 
many British Columbians do Health, Bob McClelland, has 
not know about the effects of let it be known that the week 
alcot~ol abuse, of October 16-20 will be 
If you had a friend with a proclaimed ALCOHOL 
serious health problem like AWARENESS WEEK in 
cancer, heart disease, British Columbia. 
emphysema or arthritis you Although British Columbia 
would know who to contact has less than It per cent of 
and where to go for help. the Canadian population, we 
Yel, over 113,000 people in have almost 15 per cent of 
British Columbia are the estimated 773,000 
currently sick with alcoholics in Canada. This 
alcoholism and many are not province has Canada's 
aware of where to go for highest provincial pereapita 
treatment, or how to get consumption of alcohol. 
help. The real tragedy is Eight out of 10 adult British 
that alcoholic people can be Columbians now regularly 
treated effectively and use alcoholic beverages. 
successfully. Although many people are 
Effective help is available able to drink without harm- 
to the people of this province ful side effects, we are 
who need it. concerned about the 
To create a new un- thousands ofpepplewho get 
FROM CAMBODIA 
Refugees posing problem 
But probably a much 
larger eason is the reported 
repression in Cambodia nd 
Vietnam. 
The Paris newspaper Le 
Monde says the Hanoi-run 
regime has created another 
Guiag Archipelago in 
Vietnam. A correspondent 
for the French newspaper 
wrote that three years after 
the downfall of the South 
Vietnamese Thieu regime, 
the so-called re-education 
camps for thousands of 
former supporters till are 
full. So are other types of 
political prisons. 
The Vietnamese campaign 
against ethnic Chinese also 
has added to the refugee 
exodus as well as the con- 
tinued killings in Democratic 
Kamouchea, formerly 
Cambodia, where a new 
revolutionary agriculture- 
based society is evolving. 
And the age-old rivalrie s 
between Cambodians and 
Vietnamese have resurfaced 
in another border war. 
Canada found evidence to 
support reports of Cam- 
bodian atrocities anu urged 
the United Nations to launch 
an immediate investigation 
of the human rights ituation 
in Democratic Kampuehea. 
The Kampucheans told 
Canada to mind its own 
business, saying it was a 
lackey of the United States 
anyway, going hack to the 
days of Ihe Vietnam war. 
In a bitter condemnation of 
Canadian i terference in the 
domestic affairs of another 
country, the Kampuchean 
delegate to the United 
Nations recalled that his 
country was trying to rebuild 
after being almvst destroyed 
by the secret U.S. B-52 
bombings of 1969-70 and the 
ensuing invasion of his 
country. He placed the war- 
related death toll at more 
than one million Cam- 
bodians. 
External Affairs Minister 
Don Jamieson said that until 
Canada nd other countries 
undertook independent in- 
vestigations, there was lack 
of hard evidence about the 
atrocity charges. 
"Therefore, itwas possible 
for people to argne--if it 
suited their purpose--that 
these sort of things were 
propaganda and were 
exaggerations." 
But Jamieson explained 
daring his visit to the UN last 
month that several countries 
indicated to him they had 
similar information. They 
felt some form of in- 
ternational ction ought to 
be taken. 
"I think where the dif- 
ficulty rests is in trying to 
determine what form that 
action ought o take. l think 
the No. 1 step is the one 
that's already under way, 
namely to bring to bear the 
indignation and concern of 
the United Nations and 
democratic countries with 
the kind of activities which 
we know is going on." 
Rather than condemning 
Canada, the Kampachean 
government would have 
been better advised to allow 
some sort of independent 
investigation to get all the 
facts, Jamieson added. 
"The best way for them to 
prove that we're wrong is to 
allow that kind of in- 
vestigatlon." 
UNITED NATIONS (CP) 
-- The flood of refugees from 
Cambodia, Laos and Viet- 
nam, now averaging more 
than 9,000 a month; is in- 
creasing pressure on the 
international community, 
now faced with a growing 
and costly resettlement 
problem. 
T Refugec camps in 
hailand, Malaysia and 
Hung Kong are bursting at 
the seams. However, only 
about one-third, roughly 
3,000, are being resettled 
each month in France, 
United States, Canada, Aus- 
tralia and other countries 
willing to accept hem. 
During the first nine 
months of 1978, about 40,000 
have fled Vietnam by boat, 
reaching safe haven in some 
Southeast Asian country. 
Thousands of others have 
fled by land. 
Part of the reason is the 
severe tropical storms of 
September, the worst in 75 
years, which damaged the 
rice crop to such an extent 
that only generous foreign 
help can reduce hunger 
among the Vietnamese. 
OTTAWA 
OFFBEAT 
BY "RICHARD JACKSON 
U 
OTTAWA - 'It has been a long time coming, but 
at last the Liberals have bearded their lion in his 
den. 
At their annual i'think-in" the other weekend 
in the chateau of a former wealthy Ottawa 
Valley lumber baron, atop a peak in the 
Gatineaus, Prime Minister Trudeau's cabinet 
individually spoke their pieces. 
Two of them - -  swear Insiders - -  one of them 
Public Works Minister Judd Buchanan of Lon- 
don, Liberal patronage boss of Southern Ontario, 
came right out with it. 
Trouble with the Liberal party, said 
Buchanan, was Pierre Trudeau, 
Not so dead certain was the Identity of the 
other cabinet member who put the finger of 
Liberal blame on the Prime Minister. 
But word is that it was Health and Welfare 
Minister Monique Begin. 
For Buchanan and Begin - -  for any member of 
the cabinet - -  that had to take nerve, Pierre 
Trudeau's iron grip on the party and his 
unequalled power as Prime Mlhister being what 
they are: total. 
But Trudeau is not a man to be easily Insulted, 
much less pressured or intimidated. 
More temperamental Prime Ministers given 
such a rebuke might sulk or rage, and in secret 
heart have self-confidence shaken. 
But not Trudeau. He heard it with a shrug. 
And his last words on the matter still stand: he 
will stick around for the next_~lecflon. 
Which would seem to wipe any suggestion of' 
his stepping aside, voluntarily or under party 
pressure, this winter to make way for the hoped- 
for "bright new leader" who might take the 
power-hooked Liberals to another 11 years of 
glory. 
There is such a man - -  and many a Liberal is 
waiting and hoping for him to make his move - -  
but so far, no positive action. 
John Turner continues to wait. 
Meanwhile, in the wings there are contenders 
- -  in cabinet-- for the place of supreme power. 
But the best of them lacks the ambition, or 
says he does. 
He's Treasury Beard President Robert An. 
dras, the odd man out in this cabinet of big 
spenders - -  this Ministry of Extravagance that 
has run down the inflated dollar, run up unem. 
ployment, and all but run the country into 
economic collapse - -  who could, and often did, 
say no. 
Andras said it but couldn't make it stick - -  
until recently--  and now it is'Lberilously late in 
the game. 
Robert Andras Is one Of a tiny minority of 
businessmen in Cabinet. 
He knows a profit from a loss and that dollars 
don't grow on "tax trees". 
He's made no mistakes, been responsible for 
no government disasters, caused no public 
outcries except perhaps for the welfare 
establishment. 
But Andros says he's not the type to be PM. 
Which leaves Allan MacEachen, perennial 
government house leader, who under ordinary 
circumstances might have made it through 
service and seniority. 
But then came the Liberal disaster in Nova 
Scotia, MacEachen's own turf, and he has to 
bear much of the responsibility that blights any 
loser's career. 
Justice Minister Otto Lang? He aches for it. 
But he's just too "brainy" in the Intellectual 
intolerant sense, a man without sensitivity, 
political instinct, understanding of lesser men, 
and a leader without followers. 
Aha you say, what about' External Affairs 
Minister Don Jamleson? 
From Newfoundland? Well, it could happen. 
Except that Don Jamleson really doesn't care 
for the hard work of running the government 
shop, although he lusts for the power. 
Finance Minister Chreflen has been doomed 
by the dollar. 
So you're left with Pierre Trudeau, and the 
Liberal dream candidate, John Turner, with the' 
election now only months away for the uncertain, 
unhappy Liberals. 
I 
IRQ An 
"Meadows, the doctor says I need more 
exercise, so I went you to start jogging for me." 
i i I. 
* q 
The Herald, Monday, October 16, 1970, Pa~ $ " 
I 
, o****  ORTS ] -Terrace teams do  wel l   i'iy MsP  ' 
Terr_a~ teams performed. In the Bantam series,  Prince Rupert sapplying_ the Ka.ye, Trevo.rHen. dry,"-'ddle ho#o 
well~-s-the" iG-team ~n~r  "smi t~rs -ou ' t -~-at~ace  op~si!!on, K i t~t ' s  Pups. ul_uiovanm..a~._z~_,POfaw~ n 
H'~keyInter-City RepTeam for a 6-5 win in the first nad little troume with 'terrace mmgem uz~ w 
League opened on the game, Terracegouls/~rers R,uper!'sPu~_,Klt_imaf~. a p~r'. In.,~.eir, O~La~/rg w i t h  Chr i s  Porter J
weekend at Terrace, were B~nt Rogers with two unto ~am_es oy.. e~.rc, u, s~ §us,s= ,'-_.~,~,~..7..,.,~.~ 
Kitimat, Smithers and and' Jeff~arr,  Craig Robson an(I 9-4. "|~ne uantama each awanaen UllU D~'msu nxut~;  ~ .  
 .ce Ru r, A total of and Mel .elmer with one won one r  mat grabb  each rnp_  : pai _ of JI IOR VOLLE 
~,~es we~enlaved- four in each the opener 9-4 while Rupert goats, two uo_u.ms, v.an 
~ '~ ,,,,mm,,'~it~ _"  _ " : "  squeezed out a 7-6 win in the Fagun and Dave ttonson ~a 
- ' -~ '_ - -  - - .~---~ ( ~-" ",~e second game_t . ,  secondgame onenach. West  
" ,~tTerracc, me. rupsanu" in toarout  as Ter race ,  . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . .  ~"- - , , ,~nme,0 -5  Swanson Skeena H igh  leads • , , . . . .a h,,st ,~ their . . . . . . . . .  t©t ,=~ .,~,=,-,~,~o a.,. ,..,..v,N o- . . =fln,o,,,o ..v ,. . pmsterea ;~mttners 14-1. . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . ~ Midgets hadno trouble at all and Dung Rltchle fired a 
ave ",:erra ce..p   rs atSmithem. Thrce ay,- hatt ckforT  .ce. Collins 
#.~- ,~ '=~"  " ' l "  , i a t i l l  p tWO oats - Je l l i ' i e loer iu  O.n • * -!1 ~ . . . . .  io"ers this - g . . . . . . . .  Jeff Sharpies, David hadapairwhllesmgieswere 
~.a~on;m~ag;~i': 2-2tiein ~t:~erWa~'njo~h~"~to~,, e` Z~a;~SzkaY aendeh storeyed ~:~ehed by Robson and by Tom Watklnson strongly, ~._nninl~_ th~f l re t  Booth A and Port Simpson. 
three matcne~, . . . . . .  = In Junior B competition, 
~1,~7~ Wl~l~a.ns:;hedB by  ~risCe. "" ' p ~ !  SkeenaAboys dominated KiUmat A I.F7, 7-15: and 15- 3Kccna B girls continue to 
i~henth~s~eo°~ SDinwg/~ne r ga~mtehewPe'ewee~e7r~ KiAthnat'spP~new~eess Saturday's action, downing ~.Zi~oey~net~e~nted~B°°P~orA t dominate, much to coach 
ga~elson Crouse and Brent Rogers,_Mike Lam_~ m~,.o Lambert got the other games with Rupert s Miss Julie Jean's delight, by 
n~.,h ho.~od t~= q '~ee ~wg~. "r~ms...u~. s ~m~m Terrace goal. Terrace won Peeweesby~esa.m.escore- all opponents tw~ games ~-.~'~o.."~'~..~'~ ~,~'~'~  beating Booth B in an ex- 
~o'~in~;'Tn"~l~e fi' t~ame _and dtm MCCOlls~r~.me the second games 8-1 as 4.3. Kitlmat s MmSets won straight in best of thres ets. '~""~'~"~'~15 and . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " citing game 22-20, second game of thein 
_ e - -  . o ~ . .  "terrace' netmmmng uuue~. Lambert scored twice, both their games against Skeets  boys defeated Port 
t, etcn. rap l~a zn a ~t r  m . . . . . . . . .  Sin~iss were scored by Dan Rupert's Midgets. Scores - - -  - -  - of 154 15-10, 7-15, and 15-8. The match. The girls also beat .',unpson y scor~ , . gametwo, urouseanu~evln ~mntams ann rups were .....~ . . . . .  _ ___^~__. , .~ . ...~,e, o. ,ku,,~,,~4=l,sA Skensa A g~rls were sur- KitimatBbyscoresofl0-15, Mc~nee, ~awmsxy, Troy we,re ~ uuu o-o " "  " "  " " ' " '  "~ ' ' "  - - ;o~ ~"' P-ince Ru,~rt Monteith got the others, alsolnaetlonatKitimatwith ' -,~symdb~°~°u l  ~en[~'r S~conclary Se~l , '  15.0, andlg-14. 
• ~m'~of l s .6and lg -  losing the match in three Skeena B boy's finally 
-•  . . . . . . . . .  games by scores of 15.2, 13- found the winning way by 
LONG LOSING STREAK ENDS . sts  = ma , , ca ,  • . 15, and 7-15, The Skeeea A dropping Kitimat 14-16, 15-6, Divimon for the A boys are: . . . . .  and 15-12. They thea 
• • o n e  t=t" ~t,==,.& a ~,,~ tr;tlm=t g~rls still trail Kltlmat A Argo s f i n a l l y  wm =~,~,=~ ~',~'~4~'~'~'~ girls in the West Division defeated Booth Memorial l5- ~'.='..~ 7X- - ' "  . . . . . . . . .  ._ standings. Prince Rupert 7, 6-15, and 15-8. Skeana B 
o.,,p~,, ~. Senior Secondary School is in boys also downed Kitwanga 
Skcena A girls played "thi'rd place, followed by in an exhibition match by 
TORONTO (CP) -- Rookie 
quarterback Alvin White had 
'Foronto Argonauts thinking 
~ ayoffs Saturday nigh.t, by eking Hamilton's defen- 
sive unit apart in the second 
half en route to a 21-7 
Canadian Football League 
victory over the Tiger-Cats. 
The Argonauts, who 
.delighted a paid crowd of 
41,250 at Exhibition Stadium 
by ending an eight.game 
losing streak, put on a 
dazzling two-way perform- 
ance after the break. 
It marked the first time 
since they posted a 3-1 mark 
to open the season that the 
Argos had been able to 
generate any sustained 
offence, and they did it with 
White, standing in for in-, 
jared Chuck Ealey: 
Canadian runnnng back 
Mark Bragngnolo scored, 
early in the third quarter, 
the fn'st Argonaut tou~- 
down at Exhibition Stadium 
since Aug. 2 and the first 
against the Hamilton 
defence in 15 quarters. 
The specialty team ac- 
counted for the other major 
when punter Ken Clark's 58- 
yard kiekto open the fourth 
quarter was caught in the 
Hamilton end •zone by 
Jimmy Edwards. 
Edwards lost the ball when 
Gord Knowlton cut the legs 
from under him and Toronto 
native Tim Allan fell on it for 
the TD. 
Place ki&ei" tan Sunter hit 
on two late field goals to 
secure the win after missing 
two earlier attempts. He 
completed a nine-point game 
by converting the two TDs 
scores of 8-15, 15-10, and 15. 
11. The boys are now in 
second place bchind Kltimat 
B in league .plgy. ' 
Skesna "C g i r l s  lost to 
Kitimat C by scores of 8-15, 
and 10-IS, and beat Booth C 
by scores of 9-15, 15-13, and 
15.12. They also defeated 
Kltwaaga in an exhib/tl~ 
match by scores of 15-0, anO 
15-6. 
Next week the same teams 
journey to Prince Rupert 
Senior Secondary School for 
the final playday ol the 
season before the North Wast 
finals at Skeaea and Thor- 
nhlll on November 4. 
The 26,526 spectators saw 
Armstead catch a six-yard 
pass from John Hufnagel in 
the second quarter and a 41- 
yard pass from backup 
quarterback Ken Johnson in 
Stampeders to a 32.13 win 
over Saskatchewan 
Roughriders in d Caribdian 
Football League game 
Sunday afternoon. 
The win gave Calgary a 6- 
4-3 record and moved them 
to within one point of sscond- 
ace Winnipeg Bluchom- 
, , who lost 38-10 earlier 
Sunday to Edmonton 
Esldmos in Western Con- 
ference standings. 
Saskatchewan is in last 
place in the West with a 3-10- 
I record. 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- 
Edmonton Eskimos, with a 
Johnson came in late in the threetouchdown per-  
third quarter and completed formance by slotback 
a Calgary offensive drive in Tommy Scott, overpowered 
the fourth, the Winnipeg Blue Bombers 
Armstead led the Calgary 38-10 Sunday afternoon to 
receivers with 132 yards on.  sewup a first.placc fininhin 
four receptions. James the Western Football Confer- 
Sykes had 30 yards on three once. 
receptions. ' Quarterback Tom 
hall on downs. Sykes was Calgary's Wilkinson connected with 
Lancaster threw 23-yard leading ground gainer with Scott on touchdown passes of 
23, 24 and 28 yards as the pass to Steve Mazurak for a 75yards on 12 carries. 
Saskatchewan touchdown Strieldand led the Eskimos rolled to their t0th 
but the play was nullified by Saskatchewan ground attack win against two ties and two 
a Saskatchewan holding with 46 yards on 12 carries losses, for a totaf of 22 points. 
penalty, while McGee had 33 yards on The Bombers, who entered 
six carries. McGee also had the contest after a six-game On the next play, Lan- 
caster threw a pass intanded 39 yards on three passes to winning streak and a two- 
for Mike Strickinnd but 'it lead Saskatchewan week layoff, are in second 
receivers, place with an 3-5 won-loss was picked off by Burlnson. 
Irvin's interception, which Lancaster, who had three  record for 16 points witl) 
came at 2:45 of the third passesintereepted, wasgood three games remaining to 
quarter, was the straw that on eight of 23 attempts for play. 
broke the eamel's back. 100 yards while Dick was Scott, a former Bomber 
Lancaster had intended to good on two of five attempts who went to the Eskimos in 
pass to Strickland, bat Irvin for 31 yards, the offseason, got the first 
touchdown of the game at 
Calgary s tampedes  Sask 
CALGARY (CP) - -  Willie for Saskatchewan's lone Saskatchewan sixyard line. 
Armstead scored two touch- touchdown. Bob Macoritti On the next play, Huinagel 
downs to lead Calgary had field goals of 49 and 42 threw to Armstead in the 
INTERCEPTIONS COSTLY 
yards and converted Saskatchewan e d zone. 
McGee's touchdown to Saskatchewan grabbed a
complete Saskaiche~|/n's break when Calgary turned 
scoring. " . . . . .  the hall over with less than 
Calgary jumped into an two minutes remaining in 
early 4-0 lead when McFall "the half when they lost the 
was successful on a 24-yard 
field goal attempt. 
Saskatchewan then took 
possession at its own 35, but 
on the second play, Lan- 
caster threw an interception 
to Calgary defensive hack Ai 
Burleson who returned the 
hall to the Saskatchewan 24. 
Calgary was tmable to 
move the ball with any 
success and had to settle for 
a 32-yard single when the 
hall sailed out the end zone 
on a 37-yard attempt. 
Saskatchewan got on the 
scorebaord when defensive 
quite well, winning three 
sets, and losing just one. In 
their first set, against 
Kitimat's Mount Elizabeth 
Secondary School, the girls " 
dropped the first game, a 
narrow 14-16 decision. One 
game does not a set make, 
however, as the Caledonia 
squad bounced back to take 
the second game 21-19, then 
demolished the Kitimat girls 
15-4 in the third game to take 
the set. 
The girls next opponent 
was the Prince Rupert 
Senior Secondary School 
squad, who they defeated in 
two straight games, 15-4, 15- 
kiekerhad missed 14 of 15 at finding open receivers 
three pointers, several of when he needed them on key 
which had meant the dif- long-yardage plays that While Skeena High was 
ference between Argonauts visibly upset the. Hamilton hosting their volleyball 
winning or losing, defenders who were drawn 
Hamilton kicker Nick ..• into several costly major .VolleybailPlnydaY' Culedonia'Steam, s wellGirlSas 
Jambroaic booted the Ticats pe.~aities that sustained "thbir soccer squad were in 
into a 7-0 halftime lead off Toronto drives. Prince Rupert competing in 
two field goals and a single Starting only his second a playday held there. 
from a missed three-point game as a pro (he started The volleyball team did 
effort that went through the against Calgary Stampeders 
Toronto end zone. . last weekend after missing 
While Hamiltonwockhorse most of the year with a 
Jimmy Edwards generated broken arm), White's 
most of the Hamilton run- favorite targets •were 
sing game with 103 of the veterans Petor Muller' (five 
Ticats game total of 139 for66yards)andSladeWillis 
yards, White used '(three f_or 41). 
10. They then followed that 
with a 15-7, 15-9 victory over 
the Houston girls, before 
losing 10-15, 3-15 to an ex- 
cellent Smithers team. 
The Caledonia soccer team 
also made the trip to Prince 
Rupert. In their first outing, 
they defeated Mount 
Elizabeth Secondary School 
3-2 in a close contest. They 
couldn't seem to find their 
form in their second game, 
however, as they lost 8-0 to 
Prince Rupert Senior 
Sccoed~u-y School. 
This coming weekend, the 
girls volleyball team will IZ 
flying south to Vancouver 
along with twenty other I~h 
school volleyball teams, to 
compete in a volleyball 
tournament held at the UI~ 
campus. The tournament 
starts Friday, and eontinucS~ 
through Saturday. 
SCOTT SCORES 3 MA fORS 
Esks  c l inch  f irst p lace  
quarter ended in a 4-4 
deadlock. 
• He collected the other two 
majors in the third quarter 
when the Eskimos erupted 
for 20 points. 
Place kicker Dave Cutler 
kicked the converts .on 
.Scott's three touchdowns and 
on a fourth-quarter major by 
running back Jim Germany, 
also adding three field goals 
and a single. 
It was the third Edmonton 
victory in as many games 
with the Bombers and the 
win was, by far, the most 
decisive. The earlier wins 
were 29-28 and 14-8. 
Place kicker Bernie Ruoff 
accounted for all the Win- 
aipeg scoring with field goals 
of 14, 27 and 47 yards plus a 
5&yard single. 
The Eskimos hit the score- 
board first when Cutter's 
field goal try went wide for a 
single at 2:34 of the first 
quarter. The Bombers took 
matched about two minutes pass intended fctr Leo 
later at 12:01. Ruoff's single Ezerins at the Winnipeg 53, 
dosed the quarter, ran for 20 yard& thesl ain'- 
The Bombers took the lead sled to lar ry  Hlghbaqjh 
in the second quarter, on who carried for another five 
another Rnoff field ignal, but yards to the Winnipeg ~.. 
the Eskimos came back with G._On.` ' t~e: .~:n~t~.  , , Y, 
• .Scott's first.touchdown-on a:;" W~. ,~on, ,~ aJ~,_~J,o,,~ nn
play set up by Germany'S 24.': "'Sc_oW lh '~e ena zone._ ted 
yard run up the middle.. 1~. e.i~mmoa e~lcen~_a __ 
Winnipeg returnea with a on tl~etr grounu atmea m me 
48-yard pass from qnar- fourth quarter with Get'- 
terback Ralph Brock to Mike 
Holmes but Holmes was 
the fourth quarter. 
Defensive back Terry 
lrvin intercepted a Run 
Lancaster pass and returned 
72 yards for a touchdown. 
That interceptionreturn was 
tied for the longest in the 
CFL this year. Edmonton 
Eskimo defensive back Joe 
Hoiliman set that mark 
earlier this year. 
Kicker Cyril MeFall 
kicked field goals of 24, 22 
and 33 yards, converted the 
three touchdowns and added 
singles of 52 and 53 yards to 
round out Calgary scoring. 
/Molly McGee caught a 33, 
yard pass from Lancaster, 
who turned 40 on Saturday, 
ejected from the game when 
he punched defensive back 
Ed Jones in retaliation for 
tackling him out-ofbounda. 
The resultant penalties coat 
the Bombers 18 yards and 
took the steam out of their 
only drive. 
The Eskimos blew the 
game wide open in the third 
quarter, with Scott scoring 
on a goal-line pass on a 
similar piny to that which 
clicked for his first major. 
Halfway through the 
fourth quarter Jones, a 
defensive back, grabbed a 
PENALTY FILLED CONTEST 
tackle Eary Jones recovered ran 72 yards down the Huluagel wan good on nine 
a Willie Burden fumble at sidelines for Calgary's of 19 attempts for 142 yards 
the Calgary 44. Three plays second touchdown. Five while Johnson was good on 
inter, Lancaster connected minutes later Saskatchewan three of six attempts for 56 
with a 33-yard pass to moved down the field with yards. 
McGee. Macorittisuceeedingona42- Calgary, who last ap- 
McFail was  then sue- yard field goal. playoffsPeared inin 1971thewhenWesternthey 
cessful on a 22-yard field From that point on the won the Grey Cup, holds a 
goal attempt o round out Stampeder defenca halted five-point lead on fourth- 
first.quarter scoring, the Saskatchewan offence., place British Columbia 
In the second quarter, Lancaster was tackled Lions. Saskatchewan has 
Macoritti was good on a 49- several times as he at- beco eliminated from the 
yard field goal attempt after tempted to throw passes to Western playoffs. 
Saska{chewan was unable to his receivers. Next Sunday, Ssskat- 
move the bail. In the fourth quarter, ' chewan plays host to Win- 
The Stampeders moved Lancaster was replaced by pipet while Calgary travels 
rookie Larry Dick but he also to Hamilton to meet the ahead when Armstead 
grabbed a 49-yard pass from provedineffective n moving Tiger-cuts. Next Saturday, 
Hufnegul and moved to the the Saskatchewan offence. Ottawa plays at B.C. 
Ottawa wins defensive struggle 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Led by a 
relentless defence, Ottawa 
Rough Riders defeated Men- 
treai Alouettss 13-10.Sanday 
to clinch first place in the 
Eastern Football Con- 
iereuce, 
Tackle Mike Raises and 
outside linebaeker Brad 
Carr harassed Montreal 
quarterbacks Gerry Datillo 
and Joe Barnes all afternoon 
forcing several miscues 
which produced Rider 
scores. 
Mike Murphy on a 19-yard 
~ ss from Tom Clements in e third quarter and J.T, 
l~y with two converts and 
field goals of 34 yards and 47 
yards accounted for the 
Ottawa scoring. 
John O'Leary on a one- 
yard plunge and Don Sweet 
with the convert and a 33* 
yard field goal scored for 
Montreal. 
The win gives Ottawa 20 
chippy, defence-dominated 
tilt between the arch rivals 
that lasted until the dying 
seconds of the game when 
the Als stopped the Riders on 
three tries from within the 
Montreal 10-yard line. 
The Ottawa touchdown 
culminated a ~.yard, eight- 
aY mareh by the Riders 
ected by Clemants who 
relieved starter Conredige 
Holloway after hnlftime. 
• The first half was married 
by the red flags of the of- 
ficials who missed a number 
of seemingly obvious in- 
fractions andlelt the crowd 
puzzled at some other calls, 
including an un- 
sportsmanl ike penalty 
t~gainst Montreal defensive 
back Larry Uteck who ran 
over an official while trying 
to stop an Ottawa ball 
cartier. 
Holloway appoared to 
have scored a touchdown 
points with three games to late in the second quarter on 
play while Montreal, the a 20.yurd scamper off a 
de fend ing  Grey-Cup broker. ,.;,|y lint it wa~ called 
champs, remains in second back on a clipping penalty. 
with 13 points and two O'Learys touchdown came 
regular season matches left. after Glen Weie recover~ 
The pme wu a toagh, 
Mike Nelms' fumble on the O'Leary on his second, at- 
Ottawa four-yard line. tempt from the one-yard line 
Ndms' was trying to field a appeared to be stopped but 
missed field goal attempt by kept churning, his legs and 
Sweet. pol)ped into the eno zone. 
COLLEGE BALL 
T-Birds triumph 
VANCOUVER (CP) _ singles. Punter Al Chomey 
Harry Krueger raced 96 contributed UBC's final 
yards with the opening point late in !he fourth 
kickoff for Calgary quarter. 
Dinosaurs, but from that Tony Kuchera converted 
point on it was all British Krueger's opening touch.- 
Columbia as the Thus- down and added an l&yara 
derbirds won 34-10 in a field goal. 
Western Intercollegiate UI~ led 19-10 at halftlme 
Football League game as MacKay scored on a 60- 
Saturday. yard romp and Davies 
hauled in a 49-yard pass 
Running back John 
MacKay scored two touch- 
downs and quarterback Dan 
Smith passed to tight end 
Chris Davies for two more as 
from Smith as the Thun- 
derbirds rebounded from the 
early defleit. 
Davies cored on a 29-yard 
pass and MacKay on a 10- 
UBC moved into a second- yard run in the.third quarter. 
place tie with the Dinosaurs, MacKay led nit rushers 
both with 4-2 records, with 152 yards on 19 carries, 
Gary Mets converted all while Davies topped the 
four touchdowns and added a receivers with 99 yards on 
37.yard field goal and two six carries. 
6:12 of the second quarter the lead briefly on Ruoff's 
after a hard fought first first field goal, which Cutler 
Bouchard announces retirement 
TORONTO CP - Defen- hours of discussion I have Eagleson applauded Boa- 
eeman Peirre Bouehard, 
who was claimed by 
Washington Capitals in the 
National Hockey League's 
Oct. 9 intra league draft and 
later had a tr,. le back to 
Mont rea l  Canad iens  
declared null and void by 
NHL president John Ziegler, 
announced his retirement 
Sunday. 
The announcement was 
made by Bouchard and Alan 
Eagleson, his lawyer and 
executive director of the 
NHL Players' Association, in
a telephone interview from 
New York. 
"I spent the day in New 
York with my lawyer, Alan 
Eagleson, and after several 
decided to retire as a 
professional hockey player," 
B<|uchard told The Canadian 
Press. 
Bouchard, one Of the most 
popular players on the 
Stanley Cup champion 
Canadiens, was left un- 
protected by Montreal and 
was claimed by the Capitals. 
Washington then traded 
Bouchard back to the 
Canadiens for forward Rod 
Schntt within 24 hours but 
that deal was nixed by 
Ziegler, who said the trade 
violated an NHL bylaw 
which stated that a player 
claimed in the draft couldn't 
be transferred, "unless he 
first cleared waivers. 
chard's decision to call it 
quits. 
"Pierre has been a credit -
to hockey and to the Mon- 
treal Canadieus," Eagleson 
said. 'Tin not surprised at 
his decision. I know that the 
Montreal Canadieus broke 
his heart. 
"He gave everything to 
Montreal and treated them 
better than they have treated 
him in thelast 10 days. I hope 
the owners will learn 
something from his 
retirement and will treat 
players better in the future." 
Bouchard said he would 
elaborate on his position at a 
news eonference in Montreal 
inter this week. 
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Not listed in our 
B.O. Tel Bireotory, 
AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL - 635-N40 
CENTRE 
Here/ 
If you wish your Business Phone 
listed for your customers please call 
Business 
SKOGLUND HOTSPRINOS 
DLI'S PLACE. ~lb1231 
PETS OEAUTIFUL. 4~L~9'~! 
rN-Fat. 
Free - for ONE month courlesy of THE 
DALLY  HERALD 
636-6367 
many doing most of the work 
and cap l~ the drive with 
the last major of the game. 
Both teams showed 
aggressive line play, as 
Brock was hit behind the 
of scrimmage five times, 
with defensive end Run 
Fastay getting two of .tl~. 
sacks. Wilkinson was nauea 
three times. 
Brock was good on 15 of Z8 
pass tries for 193 yards b.ut 
also gave up two m- 
terceotiom. 
Wilkinson connected 10 of 
21 times for 204 yards and did 
not throw an interception. 
Scott was his favorite re- 
ceivor with five catches for 
118 yards. 
Three Feathers 
j~med 
Ce/e/m~ ton~ 
and adding a single off an Bragagnolo and Terry 
attempted field goal. Metealf with equal success. 
They aceoanted fOr 79 and 71 SENIOR VOLLEYBALL 
before his successful 29- " yards respectively, of the 
,-- a,o o,-- Ca ledon ia  win 3, 1o 1 quanter, the ex-Ticat But it was Whlte's uccess S s e  S 
Pa| l  5, The HeraM, Monday, October 16. 107n 
As summer changes into autumn, and the leaves 
change color, the game of football begins in 
earnest. Here we have two possible future All- 
Pros involved in that classic situation known as 
oneon one. Did the ball carrier go in for a touch- 
down? Or was he stopped by the determined 
defender? We'll never know for certain as this 
moment of football history passes into the fading 
sunset. 
NFL R 0 UND UP 
Redsk ins  f ina l ly  beaten 
Philadelphia Eagles, led Betterson found an opening 
by running hack Wilbert in the middle and raced 44 
Montgomery and defensive yards to the Washington 47. 
end Dennis Harrison, It took just four plays for the 
knocked Washington Red- Eagles to score, capped by 
skins from the National Montgomery's 12-yard run. 
Football League's unbeaten Two fumbles by Tony 
ranks Sunday with a 17-10 Green killed late Washington 
victory, threats. With 5:05 to play, 
That left only two NFL Green fumbled at the 
clubs unbeaten after seven Philadelphia three and 
weeks of the season-- Eagles rookie finebacker 
Pittsburgh Steelers, who Reggie Wilkes recovered. 
whipped Cleveland Browns Then, with less than two 
34-14, and Los Angeles minutes left, Green fumbled 
Rams, who defeated Min- a punt and Billy Campfidd 
nesota Vikings 34-17. recovered for Philadelphia 
Montgomery rushed for at the Washington 43. 
125 yards on 25 carries, his Rookie Larry Anderson's 
fourth 100.yard game of the 95-yard kickoff return late in 
season, and scored the the firsthalfputtheSteelers 
game-winning touchdown for in front and they went on to 
the Eagles on a 12-yard run beat the Browns, their 
in the fourth quarter, closest rival in the American 
Harrison, a rookie who Football Conference Central 
only plays in passing Division. Terry Bradshaw 
situations, had two qunr- completed 10 of 21 passes for 
terbaek sacks, knocked 175yards and two Pittsburgh 
down a pass and caused a scores. 
fumble against he stunned The Rams' Pat Haden 
Redaldm. tossed a threa-yard touch- 
Washington had tied the down pass to Lawrence 
score 10.10 in the third McCutcheon to erase a 17.13 
quarter on a threa-yard ~ Minnesota lead." lsiah 
by John Riggim, who gaineo Robertson then returned an 
97yardaon21earries.Butun interception 16 yards for a 
the ensuing kickoff, Jim TD and John Cappelletti 
scored on a four-yard run, over TampaBay Buccaneers 
clinching the Rams' victory. 17-14 
Los Angeles' defence limited Steve Bartkowski fired a 
Minnesota to 39 yards 24-yard 7,,~lchdown pass to 
rushing. Billy P,y¢i~nmx in the second 
quarter and T~ubba Bean 
Elsewhere, Green Bay's scored ,,n a 2~ 'd run as 
Steve Odom ran back the Atlanta Faleoa~, blanked 
opening kickoff 95 yards for Detroit Lions 14-0. 
a score starting the Packers . Sam Cunningham's three- 
on their way to a 45-28 yardrunw.,:h6:56remaining 
triumph over Seattle gave New England Patriots 
Seahawks. Terdell Mid- a 10-3 victory over winless 
dleton rushed for 121 yards Cincinnati Bengais. Oneplay 
and four TDs for the earlier, officials had ruled a 
.Packers, 6-1. non-fumble at the Bengals' 
Rafael Septien's 47-yard threeafter Steve Grngan lest 
field goal after 3:28 of the bail following anine-yard 
overtime gave Dallas run. 
Cowboys a24-21 victory over Matt Robinson passed for 
winless St. Louis, extending 215 yards, including a 77- 
the Cardinals' two-season yard touchdown to Wesley 
losing streak to 11 games. Walker, leading New York 
The Cards forced the game Jets to a 33-10 victory over 
into overtime with a touch- Baltimore Colts. Baltimore 
down early in the fourth quarterback Bert Jones, 
quarter on a one-yard pass making his first appearance 
from Jim Hart to Wayne of the season, re.injured his 
Morris. Dallas' Roger right shoulder in the first 
Staubach completed 23 of 43 quarter after being sacked 
passes for 289 yards, by Bob Martin and sat out 
Linebacker Harry Car- the rest of the game. 
son's interception and Rob Carpenter's 10.yard 
fumble recovery set up two scoring run capped a97-yard 
fourth.quarter touchdown drive in the third quarter 
runs by Larry Csonka, that gave Houston Oilers a 
vaulting New York Giants. 17-10 decision over Buffalo 
Week 
is nothing 
to celebrate! 
Problem drinking is affecting your life, one way 
or another, because British Columbians 
drink more per person than any other province. 
You can help. And so can we. Now's the time. 
ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK 
October 16- 20. 
For information, please write to: 
Alcohol and Drug Commission 
Box 21. 805 West Broadway 
Vancouver, B.C. VSZ 1t(1 
Province of Ministry of 
British Columbia Health 
ALCOHOL AND 
DRUG COMMISSION 
. . . .  !.  ~.; ..IcCLELLAND, MINISTER 
II 
DODGERS FIELDING WEAK 
Yanks turn Series are und, 
NEW YORK (AP) -- LOU 
Piniella knew what was 
coming his way when he 
went to the plate against 
Dodgers reliever Bob Welch 
in the 10th inning of Satur- 
day's fourth World Series 
game. 
The game was on the line 
with runners at first and 
second and two out. 
Piniella's single delivered 
the winning run in New 
York's 4-3 victory over L~s 
Angeles. 
"He throws fastbalis-- 
inothing but fastbails, very 
fast balls," said Piniella. "l 
believe it's easier to gear 
yourself up when you know 
what's coming." 
Piniella said the bell he hit 
was a fastbell, up. 
"It was .a bad pitch, too 
high," he decided. "I 
could're pepped itup or hit a 
fly ball on it, too." 
Instead, Piniella drilled a 
single that brought Roy 
White home from second 
base. White had walked on a 
3.2 pitch after battling back 
from an 0-2 count against 
Welch. He moved up on a 
two-out single by Reggie 
Jackson, who bad been victi- 
mized by Welch on a game- 
ending strikeout in the 
second World Series contest. 
White recalled his trip 
around third base with the 
deciding run. 
"The guy on deck said, 
'Stand up!'" he said. "I 
grinned a lot then." 
Piniella and Jackson were 
involved in a bizarre play 
during a two-run rally that 
got the Yankees hack in the 
ball game in the sixth inning. 
White started the rally 
with a one-out single and 
Thurman Muuson, who later 
doubled home New Y.rk's 
tying run in the eighth, 
walked on a 3-2 pitch. 
Jackson followed witll a 
single to right, scoring White 
with the first Yankees run 
and extending his streak of 
'driving in at least one run to 
eight consecutive Series 
games. That tied the all-time 
record held by Lou Gehrig. 
With the score 3-I and run- 
nets at first and second, Pi- 
niella lined a shot to the 
shortstop side of second 
base. Bill Russell gloved the 
ball for a moment and it 
seemed like a sure double 
play with Munson trapped 
off second base. 
Bat then Russell dropped 
the ball. He recovered in 
time to step on second and it 
appeared he still might 
complete the double play 
with a throw to first. But the 
throw struck Jackson, who 
had ventured only a few feet 
off first, in the right leg and 
bounced away. 
That allowed Munson to 
score. The Dodgers argued 
Jackson had interfered with 
the throw, but the umpires 
disagreed. It was ruled a 
fielder's choice and Russell 
got on error on the throw. 
"Reggie saw the bell com- 
ing,"-said Russell. "He 
moved right into it. That's 
interference." 
First base umpire Frank 
Pulli of the National League 
understood Russe l l ' s  
argument. 
"I couldn't tell whether 
Jackson intentionally in- 
terfered with the ball or 
not," he said. "I was back 
maybe 15 feet because there 
is the possibility of a double 
play happening and I take 
that call in fair territory. If 
he moves in the way of the 
bail, then we have in- 
tentional interference." 
Jackson explained the play 
this way. 
"When the hall is hit as 
sharp as it was, it looked like 
a base hit. I saw the bell get 
to Russell and knew he had a 
chance to double us up, so I 
started to go back to first. 
When he dropped it, then l 
started to go toward second. 
He (Russell) threw it right in 
my road and i just froze." 
The play provided the 
second Yankees run and 
Munson's clutch double in 
the eighth supplied the third. 
Then the game was turned 
over to the flame throwers- 
Welch for the Dodgers and 
Rich Gossage for the Yaw 
kens. 
They battled into the 10th, 
matching heat and it looked 
like both of them could go on 
forever. And they might 
have had Piulella nit hit the 
bad pitch to break the 
deadlock. 
Munson's game-tying 
double came against reliever 
Terry Forster, who took over 
for starter Tommy John in 
the eighth. John bad been 
nursing a lead provided by 
Reggie Smith's three-run 
homer when Paul Blair 
opened the inning with a 
single. 
White sacrificed, and 
Munson then drilled an 0-2 
pitch for the double that tied 
the score. After that, Welch 
relieved and the game 
settled down to a battle of 
Imllpen aces. 
• . . 
Sunday act ion 
NEW YORK (AP) -- bounced from behind with 
Rookie Jim Beattie pitched four runs in the third inning, 
his first complete game tn three in the fourth, four in 
the major leagues and 
catcher Thurman Munsen 
drove in five runs with three 
hits as New York Yankees 
capitalized on shoddy Los 
Angeles fielding and blasted 
the Dodgers 12-2 in Sunday's 
fifth game of baseball's 1978 
World Series. 
Roy White drove in three 
runs, while Mickey Rivers, 
Brian Doyle and Bucky Dent 
cracked three hits each as 
the Yankees took a 3-2 lead in 
the best-of-seven series by 
winning three in a row. at 
home after dropping the first 
two games at Los Angeles. 
~e  sixth game will he 
played Tuesday night at 
Dodger Stadium, with a 
seventh game, if needed, 
scheduled there for Wed- 
nesday night. 
Beattie, a Dartmouth 
University graduate who 
begun this season in the 
minor leagues, limited the 
Dodgers to nine hits. 
This was a victory con- 
structed by Munson and 
Rivers, two members of the 
Yankees' corps of walking 
wounded. They sparked a 18- 
hit attack against starter 
Bart Hcoton and two re- 
lievers as the Yankees 
moved to within a victory of 
their 22nd World Series title 
and their second in a row. 
Rivers, who had missed 
the second and fourth games 
of the series because of 
lingering soreness in his left 
hip and leg, was involved in 
three of the Yankees' coring 
innings as New York 
COMES BACK FROM MINORS 
the seventh and one run in 
the eighth. 
Manson, who "has bern 
playing all season with Imee 
and shoulder problems, 
survived..a home plate 
collision that left him lim- 
ping, and delivered key hits 
in his next two at-bats, giv- 
ing Beattie and the Yankees 
a comfortable ad. Munson 
capped his day with a two- 
run double in the seventh. 
"Meanwhile, the blond 
pitcher--who starl;ed in 
basketball at college-- 
started this season with 
Tacoma of the Pacific Coast 
League and was 
early. But after being seeum 
during a start in Boston, he 
was immediately shipped 
back to the minors and left 
the Yankees in tears. 
He returned in July~ at 
about the time New York 
began its remarkable 
comeback in the American 
League's East Division. 
Using a no-windup delivery, 
he became a useful pitcher 
and started a total of 22 
games--but did not complete 
any. 
Beattie was the winning 
pitcher in the AL cham- 
pionship series opener 
against Kansas City Royafs 
12 days ago-another in- 
complete game--and had not 
pitched since. 
But he came through 
Sunday, weaving through 
several Dodgers' threats. He 
struck out eight and left nine 
Los Angeles runners 
stranded. 
First complete  game ever 
NEW YORK (AP)  - -  It 
came in his 24th major- 
league start and Jim Beattie 
never will forget the first 
complete game he ever 
pitched for New York Yaw 
kees. 
That's because he picked a 
memorable spot for it--Sun. 
day's fifth game of the 1978 
World Series against Los 
Angeles Dodgers. Beattie 
rode an 18-hit Yankeas' 
attack, including five runs 
batted in by catcher Thur. 
man Munson, to a 12-2 vie- 
tory in the pivotal game--the 
third consecutive victory for 
New York in the best-of- 
seven series. 
The win put New York 
ahead in the Series 3.2 with 
the sixth game scheduled for 
Tuesday night at Los 
Angeles. Don Sutton will 
pitch for the Dodgers against 
Catfish Hunter, with a 
seventh game, if needed, 
scheduled for Wednesday 
night at Dodger Stadium. 
Beattie, driven off the 
Yankees' roster in June 
when he was bombed in 
Boston, recalled how he had 
left the club in tears. 
"Moments like that make 
moments like this 
memorable," said the tall 
right-hander, a Dartmouth 
graduate who played 
basketball in college. "I had 
two choices after that game 
in Boston," he said. "I could 
have given up and gone 
home or i could stick it out." 
Beattie stuck it out, pit- 
chad a no-hitter ill his last • 
minorleague start at 
Tacoma nd returned to the 
Yankees in July at about he 
same time New York was 
beginning to make its move 
in the American League 
East race. 
He became a useful pit- 
chef down the stretch and 
won the opening ame of the 
AL championship series 
against Kansas City Royals 
when the Yankees was 
suffering a severe ease of 
pitching shorts. Then, after 
waiting 12 days for his next 
,start, he came through 
Sunday. 
"This is a memorable 
event and it balances out 
that moment after I was 
bombed in Boston and told I 
was going down in June." 
Now it is October and the 
ones who seem to be going 
down are the Dodgers, who 
came apart at the seams in 
the threegames in New York 
after winning the first two at 
home. 
The Yankees had a battery 
of offensive heroes. Besides 
Munson's five RBIs,. Roy 
and Brian Doyle, Mickey 
Rivers and Bucky Dent each 
stroked three hits. 
Rivers and Muoson were 
the catalysts in three of the 
Yankees' four scoring in- 
nings. Both are playing hurt, 
Rivers nursing a sore hip 
that kept him out of the 
second and fourth games and 
Munson with knee and 
shoulder problems that have 
troubled him all year. 
"I started the game feeling 
tired," said Munsan. "But I 
felt better and better as we 
got farther and farther 
ahead." 
"I feel much better," said 
Rivers. "The money's on the 
line. This is the time to 
play." 
The Dodgers, who came to 
New York hoping to win the 
Series in .Yankee Stadium, 
now return home on the 
White drove in three runs ropes. 
NHL RESULTS 
Habs, Bruins still rolling along 
BOSTON (AP) -- Boston Toronto capitalized on a in the second period, while f'mul l~eri'od. But C~nndiens 
Bruins built a four.goal lead 
midway through the second 
period and then went into a 
shell in front of goalie Giiles 
Gilbert on Sunday night in a 
4-2 National Hockey League 
victory over Toronto Maple 
Leafs. 
The Brains, remaining 
undefeated with a 2-0-1 
record in the infant season, 
outshot Toronto 11-3 in the 
first period in taking a 1-0. 
lead on Peter MeNab's goal 
on apassout from John 
Wensink at 16:19.  
Boston widened the ad- 
vantage on goals by. Rick 
Middleton, Don Mareotte 
md Wensink in the second 
period before the Maple 
Leafs came alive. 
Boston penalty as Dave 
Williams whacked in a long 
shot by Ron Wilson on a 
power play at 11:08. Ron 
Ellis tipped in a shot by Dan 
Maloney for another goal 
four minutes later, but the 
Leafs were unable to break 
through Gilbert again. 
Gilbert finished with 16 
saves, while Toronto goalie 
Paul Harrison had 22. 
The hard-hitting game was 
featured by fights in each of 
the three periods. 
In the first, Toronto's 
Trevor Johansen and Boston 
rookie AI Secord received 
majors. Williams and Stan 
Jonathan of the Bruins 
received major and mis- 
conduct penalties for a brawl 
Toronto's Darryl Sittlec and 
Middleton were banished for 
a third-period brawl. 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) -- 
Centre Pierre Mon&u's 35- 
foot slap shot at 17:41 of the 
second period! gave Montreal 
Cenadiene a 3-2 National 
Hockey League victory 
Sunday night over 
Phlladelphbia Flyers. 
Mondeu took a pass from 
Rejean Houle and ilred from 
the top of the right circle 
past Philadelphia goalie 
Bernie Parent to give the 
Canadians a 3-1 advantage. 
Rick MacLefch brought 
the Flyers to within 3-2 on a 
~we .~in.v goal at 8:52 of the 
goalie Ken Dryden survived 
a closing rush by 
. Philadelphia to ensure Mon- 
treal's win. 
Mario Tremblay gave the 
Canadlens a I-0 lead ht 12:25 
of the first period, scoring on 
a beckhander off a two on 
one pass from Voug 
Risebrongh. 
Philadelphia tied it just 
1:05 later when defencoman 
Jim Watson beat Dryden on 
a soft shot from the right 
circle. 
Yvan Cournoyer made it 2- 
1at 7:43 of the second period, 
scoring from just outsdie the 
crease after a dazzling 
thre~vay passing play'with 
Mondeu and Houle. 
Punk rocker hospitalized 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
British punk rock star Sid 
Vicious, charged with 
knifing his girlfriend to 
death, is reported in a 
narcotics detoxification 
ward of a city prison suf- 
fering from methadone with- 
drawal 
And no one has so far come 
forward with his $50,000 bail, 
a city correction department 
spokesman said Sunday. 
Vicious, 21, who played 
bass guitar for the defunct 
Sex Pistols punk rock group, 
appeared to be suffering 
from drug deprivation athis 
arraignment Friday when he 
was charged with second- 
degree murder in the death 
of Nancy Laura Spungen, 20, 
of Philadelphia. 
He was taken to the 
datoxifleation center at the 
Rikers Island prison after 
doctors at the admissions 
eeatre of the jail saw his 
methadone dependence, 
Philip Lesbin of the 
correction department said. 
Vicious is undergoing 
withdrawal treatment, 
Murdered 
lived a lit;, 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) -- 
Six weeks ago, Nancy Laura 
Spungen, the girl-friend of 
English punk rock star Sial 
Vicious, told her parents: 
'TIi never make it to 21. I'll 
go out in a blaze of glory." 
Miss Spungen died in a 
New York City hotel 
Thursday" at age 20 of a stab 
wound to the abdomen and 
was buried Sunday. Vicious, 
21, whuse real name is John 
Simon Ritehie, is eharg~ 
with second-degree murder 
in the death. 
"She was burn in pain and 
lived in pain all her life," 
said her father, .Frank 
Spungen, the day before her 
funeral. 
Miss Spungen was born 
cyanotic, a 'blue' baby, and 
needed an immediate 
change of blood in an effort 
I 
].eshin said, which is a 
seven-Ill 10-day schedule of 
gradually aecreas:lJ~; doscs fri "f methadone, a drug used in end Ireating i,eruin addicls. II 
blocks the craving for 
of pain 
Io stabilize her central 
nervous system• 
Nancy, who skipped 
grades in her early years, 
was enrolled in special 
schools and entered the 
University of Colorado at 
age 16.. 
But she starled having 
problems, quit after one 
semester, moved from her 
suburban Philadelphia home 
to New York io become a 
gogo dancer and eventually 
went to London where she 
met Vicious, then a member 
of the Sex Pis.tols. 
"Tbe~'e were only one or 
two people in her life she 
could really relate Io," her 
mother said. "Sid was one of 
Ihem." 
The couple lived together 
for 15 months. 
heroin, but is habit-forming. 
Vicious, whose real name 
is Jute Simon Ritehie, was 
sent iu jail pending a hearing 
Tuesday. 
He and Miss Spungen, wh. 
had been acting as his man- 
ager, had been living since 
August in the Chelsea Flute), 
a Manhattan haven of artists 
and show business 
celebrities. 
Miss Spungen was round 
dead Thursday on the 
bathrt~lm floor of the suite. 
Police went Io the hotel in 
response lu a call from 
Vicious., 
The Sex Pislols, an 
English group formed in 
1975, broke up last year after 
its United States Iour flopped 
and its lead singer, Johuny 
Rotten, walked out. Vicious 
had been pefurming here 
with local punk groups. 
BUSINESS DIREOTORY 
SKEEHA VALLEY 
RENTALS,,,. 
Most Anything - Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS.INDUSTRY.INDIVIDUALS 
Hours: Mon. .  Sat. 8-6 
636-'0417 4946 Greig Avenue Phone 635-7417 
i 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE 
i)ANAVEHTURE 
HEROURY ,beats) YAMAHA 
(outboard DOLMAR 
motors) (chain sags) 
Hours: Mon.- Sat. 8-6 
• , . Dealer Llcence 
4H6 uremg Number o~ot~A 636-6929 
i i 
I , , c ___  . w , , ,  . I TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
I 
I • MOULDED COUNTERTOPS " I 638-8195 I 
I   LWOOO I " ' " "  
MONITORING OR 
I BRAD REI[SE IL4f f_  I PHOTOCOPYING m -=, MANAOER ' K'ABINETS J 
I 869-  ~114 AVENUE I "1  I SERVICES 
i PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. V2L 3KS (NORTHERN)':. i 24 HOUR SERV ICE 
i BUS. ss4.14oo m 
I RES. ISS2.22Ol FREE ESTIMATES I 4603-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VOG lVS I 
Terraoe Electrode Repairs Ltd. 
SERVIHO TERRAOE I KITIAT 
SERVICE ON ALL 
MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warrenty Depot for 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MaN. - SAT. e a.m. - s p.m. 
4908 Graham 635.4543. 
B A N Q U E T S  P A R T I E S  
R E C E P T I O N S  
Eagle Disco 
B. POLICHEK 
PHONE ~e.sso3  
J. Y. PAUL 
PHONE 635-925Z 
i i Ilii i ii 
i ill lllll 
L 
CHARTER: dl~ 
DEEP SEA SAILBOAT ~ M 
"m ,.-, R. BUSIHESSMANI 
Learn to Water Ski at I 
Lakelse Lake .  ~ m 
Reas°nobIeRates R i m  Thms Space is Reserved 
I Boats for Sale 
MERMAID YACHTSALES&CHARTERSatwaterLIlyPhOne791k.67BayRe.. , For ,Your Ad.  I 
I"JH 
Rea -M,x 61 s /  
I OONORETE 4434 L~[SEA;E I 
I . . . . . . . . . .  T~RRACE, . .¢  ! 
I OUSTOM OONORETE PROD. I 4635 LAZELLE AVENUE PR,VM,,NVESt,GMO, 
TERRACE 6 C PHONE (604) 63~-3863 
• hd~ |ravolj Drain Rook vso 3.s oR (~0.) ~s , .~ ,  
Repair • Van Conversion Accessories. R.V. Supplies ORbE RD. 
Boattopplng & Hardware . Vinyl Car Tops . WELCOME >. 
recovered In original color and material, front & back 
S225 - Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather • Complete 
Corvetfor supplies. Antique Auto Restore.on 
R.R. 3 Johns Road 
Phone 635.4348 HALLIwELL 
II _ 
• 0all us at 636-6367 9 to 6 
J 
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Tonight 
Hollywood 
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On Prairie 
Movie 
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Festival' 
M•A.S.H. 
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Night Final 
Kulak 
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i 
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Bob Swltzer 
News 
Search for 
Tomorrow 
Bob McLean 
Show 
5 p,m, to midnight 
BCTV 
(CW) 
6 Million Dollar 
Man 
News 
Hour 
Grand Old 
Country 
The 
Waltons 
Operation 
Petticoat 
Lou Grant 
Show 
CTV 
News 
News 
Hour Final 
Late Show 
' T h e M c - 
Masters' 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
Growing 
Years 
Dick 
Cavett 
MacNeil 
Lehrer 
Newsworld 
Fail of 
Eagles 
Dared 
Movie 
'Odd Man Out' 
Thomas 
~emembers 
.ate Movie 
'The Rockford 
Files' 
10 asm. to f psi, 
Kareen's 
Yoga 
What's 
COoking 
Mad 
Dash 
~flnltlon 
Noon 
News 
Movie Matinee 
'The House that 
Wouldn't Die' 
Electric 
Condpany 
Once Upon 
A Classic 
Waking Music 
Self Inc. 
Freestyle 
America 
Explorers 
Art Cart 
Roomnastics 
M for Music 
Measure Up 
Environment 
2 Cents Worth 
About You 
A •00 Another Edge of Another Spinning Stories 
I ht -B  :15 World N g World Book, Look, 
~r  130 To Be Truly Amer. 
eL-. :45 Announced , Cover . Cover 
A .00 Movie Take Alan Hamel over 
, • Thirty Show Easy .JF 115 The Ravine 
Survival '~  : 30 Celebrity 
• V :45 ;Cooks Skills 
JB : O0 Fllntstones The Price Sesame 
BB~ll :~ IS Right STreew 
Carol 
i l r  145 [ Burnett 
BBiQINBBBBIIBBBBBRIBIIBIBIBIBIIIBBIIIIIIIBBIIBIIIIBIBBIIBBBBI 
, . "Le  Creaser Ware is heat) while others are 
imported from France. lined with tan enamel 
LE  CREUSET It's made of cast.iron, ( for  roast ing,  sire- 
which is famous for mering or cooking over 
conduct ing  heat  low heat). Of course, 
gradually and evenly a l l  Le Creuset cooking 
. . . . .  (a necessity for surfaces are made to 
~" . / French specialties like conform to the stan- 
~;  Sauce Bearnaise). The dards set by the Food 
2" • P o • ~'  t" cast-Jron is coated with and Drug ' Ad .  
~r j r / ;~  ~, a highlyheat-resistant, ministration and by 
~f/~.~lP  ~" diamond.hard vitreous the B.S.I. 
" ~ b~lv  ~ as~, - .~ ,m, -  enamel .  Some Le "Both  Le Creuset 
~WJF I r~/~j lP  r Creuset utensils are linings prevent food 
~ffJFJm:m'v lined with a dull black f rom st ick ing and 
enamel (for fry ing or make the utensils very 
sauteing over high easy to clean." 
llligl|lilimglililinlllllliililiillllilil|illlil|iIiIiIiill 
Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
4606 Lazolle Ave., Terraoe 
Ph. 636-6676 
Store Hours: Tues.- Sat. 9 a.m,-6:30 p.m. 
Friday g a,m.-9 p,m. CLOSED MONDAY 
i 
,I 
t 
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TERRAOE BRUGS LTB. 
1| i l  I(llum I~lli-l|T4 
Vitamins 
CLASSIFIED 
& 
Toys, Toys, 
'1 
RATES SUBSCRIPTION, 
RAT ES 
LOCAL ONLY: Effedive 
October 1,1977 
20 words or less S2.00 per 
Imertlon. Over 20 words 5. 
cents per word. Single Copy 
3 or more consecutive In~ By Carrier 
sertloos $1.50 per insertlon.~ By Carrier 
By Mail 
REFUNDS: By Mail 
First insertion charged for By Mail 
whether run or not. Senior Citizen 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
. $1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates avnllable upo~ 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
S3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
84.00 per line per month. 
On a 4.month hesls only. 
DEADI~INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
oubllcatlon day. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other then 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Servtce charge .o/,$5.00 on al L 
N.S.F. ¢heqMl~S. :'~ "i " . . . .  
.¢, . .,~. ~ .',: 
WEDDING"  DESCRIP- 
.TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
subhllfled wlthln one month.. 
$5.00 production charge for 
weddlng and.m'..engngemant 
• plcturee. News of weddlngS 
(wrlte-ups) recelved one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable In 
" advance. 
CLASS IF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engngements S.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
'Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorlnl Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
.Classified Advertising Dept. 
2O¢ 
mth 3.~' 
year 34.00 
3 ruth 12.00 
6 ruth ¢1,00 
year 40.1¢ 
Year 20.00 
6rtflsh Commonwealth and 
United Stntes of America one 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrnce & District 
Thornhlll & District 
The Herald reserves the 
right to classify nds Under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rotes therefore and to 
determine page Iocatlou. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, .edit, classify 
or reject nny advertisement 
and to retnin any answers 
directed to the Herald Box: 
Reply Service, and to repay I
the customer the sum paid. 
for the advertisement and, 
box rentnl. 
Box replies on "Hold'" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10dnys of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mailing' 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers nro requested not 
¢o send originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher. 
within 30 days nfter the first. 
publication. 
it is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 1 
that the linblllty of thai 
Herald in the event of fnlluro 
to publish an advertlsament 
or'in'the ev'ont of nn error. 
appenrlng in !-the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
nmoont paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one In- 
correct Insortlen for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such ndvertislng. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British' 
Columbia Human Rights ACt 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against nny parson because 
of his race, religion, sex,' 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is' 
~ustlfied by a bona fide' 
requirement for the work ~ 
!nvolved. 
III 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
~eet every Tueedny night at 
| In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For mere Information phone 
635-3747 or 635-3023. 
Ripe Relief 
Abortion Coonsaillng 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
ANNUAL FALL BAZAAR 
AND TEA 
Odober21,1971 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary 
~rena Banquet Room 
2 P.M. -4 P.m. 
• Delicious afternoon tea to be 
served. Beoths featuring: 
Knitting, Novelties, Hom,~ 
Preserves, Baking & Car~y 
and much, much more.. 
Large Raffle, 23 chnncee to 
win (to be drawn at 4 p.m.) 
(nc1.12) 
TERRACE ART 
ASSOCIATION 
The Terrace Art Association 
Is holding n pre.Chrlstmns 
Arts and Crafts sale on 
December 1 and 2. All those" 
Interested in participating 
may write: Terrace Art. 
Association, Box 82, 
Terrace, B.C. or phone Mary 
Walker, 635.6404; Julld 
Gellner, 635.6836 or Key 
Ehs, s, 6311.1,103 for more 
Information. 
Am and bazaar will be held 
In Knox United Church on 
Saturday, December 2 from 
2 p.m. to 4:30 I~11_. (/IO'~fl~. 
The Catholic Women'8 
League will be holding the~ 
Bazaar on November 4 af 
Verltas Hall. The previous 
date of October 28 has been 
cancelled not to Interfere 
with another Bazaar; 
Everyone will be welcome af 
2 p.m. to 4 p.m, 
, .... 1 
Rummage and Garage Sale 
to be held at Kno~ United 
Church on Saturday, October, 
21, 1978 from 10 a.m. ~., 3 
p.m. 
Legion Ledlns Aux. Annual 
Showflake Bazaar Saturday, 
October 28. 2 - 4 p.m. Arena 
Banquet  Room.  
Dance to follow. Time: 9 .1  
a.m. Music - Ran Swan. 
Midnight munchies. Price 
$15 per couple. (1-8) 
Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right.to. 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635.3164 
Carol at 635.5136 
Jenne at 635-4503 
WANTED DONATIONS 
.The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donstions of any 
old, broken or used ple¢ee of 
furniture, also any dlscerded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating.' 
• Call us nt 635-2238 between 
8a.m. end 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrnngements for 
olckup. 
Skaenn Valley ReDoKah 
Lodge Fall Beza, 
* S, '......r, Nov¢.,Oer4 
in Elks Hall. 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
• Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
Th~ following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30- 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recroatlon Centre.an the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
plense phone for an" ap- 
pointment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must hnve parents 
written consent for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
.These are held at the 
Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 
3 - 4:10 p.m. by appulntment 
only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held 
throughout he year at In. 
tervals for expectnnt 
parents. Phone the Health 
Unit for detnils nnd 
registration. 
• HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home 
for those who need it on 
referral from their family 
doctor. Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. 
Held on third Monday of 
every month. Develop- 
mental, vision, hearing 
screening done. Please 
phone for appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
8, RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday at. 
ternoon at 1 - 2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appelntment. 
SAN ITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
nro now situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased ~ 
to assist with any eanltntlon 
problems. 
SPEECH ~AND HEARING 
CLINIC 
:'Held at 4612 Groig Avenue. 
Henrlng tests will be done by 
referral from family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Officeat No. 205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and plannlng for 
those ellglbie for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lnzelle. Tel. 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabllltntlon done by' 
conSultnnt. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skouna Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace end Thornhlll area 
the following services: 
. Activity Centre for hen 
dicrnfts 
- Day care for working 
people 
• Drop.In for companionship 
& coffee 
'Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Ledge. 
65S-224S. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean. 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. tar their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave: 
denatlons at the Thrift ~Shop 
on Lnzelie Avenue onl 
Saturdays between 11 a.m.~ 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
(nctfn) 
CENTENNIAL CHRISTIAN 
SCHOOL holds tea and 
bazaar at the school, Sat. 
Nov. I! from 2 p.m.dl p.m. 
For donations please phone 
¢1S.~7. 
December 11 
BAKESALE 
4p.m. at the Co-op. Proceeds 
for the Centennial Christian 
School. 
The Terrace Advisory 
Recreation Commission will 
host s Public Forum on 
Thursday, October 19, 7:30 
p.m. Your views on present 
recreation and n recreation 
plan for the future are 
urgently required. Written 
and spoken briefs accepted. 
There will be a question and 
discussion period. 
Plan to Attend 
at Terrace Arone 
Order of the Royal Purple 
will hold a Novelty Sale and 
Tea on Saturday, November 
111 from 1.4 p.m. nt the Elks 
.Hall. (no till) 
Learn to Fly. Join Air 
Cadets, Terrace Squadron is 
accepting applications for 
September. If you enjoy or 
think you would enioy flying, 
rif le range, outdoor ac. 
tlvltles and are between 13.1B 
years of age, please call: 
Mike Smith nt 635.5036 or 
.Bav Tasa at 635.7598 
Monday, October 16,1978 the 
Honourable James Nielson, 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
DODD: Arthur Bernard 
Cecil (Bernie)59 years. Born 
Moota, Sask. September 17, 
1919. Married Mary King' 
Minister of Environment, August 17, 1938 In Nelson, 
will be at Cyril Shelford's B.C, Sergeant In the Seaforth 
constituency office tram 7:30 Highlnnders & Calgary Tank 
p.m. 10 p.m. Reg. Served nt home end 
Phone 635.3311 for ap. overseas 1940.1945. 
pointment or drop In for Was one of the founders of 
coffee. (nc1.16) the Royal Cnnedlan Legion 
in Selma, B.C. He wns the 
Do You Feel You Have first president and a charter 
A Drinking Problem? There member. The family lived In 
is help 
Avalieblel 
Ph0ee ~s..~6 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Mon.: ~8:30 p.m. United 
White Rock, B.C. from 1948 
to 1960. They moved to 
Terrace in 1960. 
Mr. Dedd was an nctive 
member in the Terrace Elks, 
Curling Club and Legion. 
They moved to Houston 
Church September 1974 where he 
Thurs. or Sat. 8':30 p.m. and his wife managed 
Mills Memorlnl Hospital Spery's Sports Shop. He was 
Sun• Breakfast Meeting. 10 a member of the Rotary and 
to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
TERRACE ART 
ASSOCIATION 
October 10- 27 
The Terrace Art Association 
is sponsoring n water colour 
exhibit "Discover Water- 
colours" at the Terrace 
Public Library Arts Room. 
Open during library hours. 
A Heather-Tartan Sac/ely is 
being formed with the In- 
terest of promoting Scottish 
Curling and Golf Clubs. 
He returned to Terrace 
September 16, 1978• He was 
nn avid outdoorsman and 
sports enthusiast. 
He Is survived by his 
loving wife, "Mary, his 
daughters, Mrs. Gall Turner, 
Terrace, B.C. and Mrs. 
Bebbe Knrman, Watch Lake, 
B.C. and sons Mr. Elza, 
Dodd, 
Terrace, B.C.; Mr. J.P. 
Dodd, Prince Ru~rt, B.C.; 
cultural Interest and events, his mother, Mary E. Oudd, 
Interested persons should' Seattle, Wash.; brothers 
contact Eleanor Halley at Jerome Dodd, Long Beach, 
635.2456 as soon as possible. 
VARIETY '78 
Top variety family en- 
tertainment coming to 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre Oct. 
27th. Two Shows - 7 p.m. & 9 
p.m. featuring Cherry Hill 
Show Band -- two gnls 
four guys --  beautiful music. 
Calif.; Walt Dodd, Seattle, 
Wash.; sister Betty Farrelh 
Seattle, Wash. and nine 
grandchi ldren..He was 
predeceased by father, Art 
Dodd, brothers Claude, Elza 
end sister Marion. 
Funeral services were 
held October 10, 1978 at 
Sacred Heart Church,' 
Plus Johnny Thorson Banjo Terrace, B.C. Father J. 
Express .-- : Canada's. Jordan presided. 
foremost banlo artist --  plus 
Peter Ralston- "Puppetier", 
ventriloquist from CTV and 
Bill Fraser, Comedian - MC. 
the only ma'~ who can grow 
before your eyes. He's a top 
comedian end plays several 
instruments. He's a ~how in 
himself. 
It's family entertainment 
at its best. Advnnce tickets 
available at Ev's, Sight & 
Sound, Kelly's. 
Adult $5 .00  Children, 
Students $5.00 
LOGGERS 
The 11tH Annual Convention 
of the North West Loggers 
Ass'n. Is to take place Oct. 
27-28-29. This Is your 
weekend. Come and loin In. 
There w i l l 'be  equipment 
displays, hespltnllty, safety 
~onference, hospitality, 
pane l  d i scuss ions ,  
bespltallty, fond & refresh- 
meets, hospitality, top en- 
tertninment, hospitality, 
dining & dancing, 
hospitality. 
"Don't miss It. Our 
associate members help 
sponsor the best convontlon 
and entertainment pusslble, 
and would like to Invite all 
loggers and their spouses to 
attend• So come end loin In 
end enloY -- hospitality plus. 
Terrace St. Matthews' 
Anglican Church Women are 
having a Rummage Sale, 
Saturday, October 21 
from 10 a.m. to noon. (ncS. 
2O) 
The Terrace St. Maffhews' 
Anglican Church Women 
would like to announce their 
Annual Christmas Bazaar. 
This wi l l  be held on 
NOVEMBER 25TH, 1978 at 
our church premises on 
Lazelle Avenue. Everyone Is 
welcome. (nc5-20) 
JUDO 
Terrace Judo Club, Thornhlli 
Elementary. Monday & 
Wednesck|ys --  I to 9:30 p.m.. 
Instructors - Murray 
Bromley, 1st Degree Black 
Belt. Constable Errol Schelh 
RCMP, Blue Belt. 
For more Information 
phone: Sherry Hill, 635.2671 
after 6 p.m. (c10-27) 
The Kltlmat Community 
Arts Council is sponsoring 
the 6th Annual Arts & Craft 
Fair on OCTOBER 28TH -- 
City Centre Mall. Anyone 
wishing more Information, 
please call Jonnne 
Monaghan -- 632.5544. 
You I re invited to camel 
The Opening Ceremony will 
be teklng ple le on October 
28th -- 10:00. Mayor George 
Thorn will be present. (nc) 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, all 
metals and batteries. 
Lo¢atlou - Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Men. to Sat. 
Fhme 62~19 
SKEENA COLORS 
Resldentlnl 
Commercial Painting 
Phone 638.1835 
(el4) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
635-$876 (cff. 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Knlum. 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates. 
1931 Quoonswey Dr. 
SPORTSMEN'S 
BARBER SHOP 
Now Open Fridays tll eight. 
Across from Pest Office. 
02¢1 Emerson 
,(a-06) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
418.3479nnytlme 
(A J12) 
Couple o~" responsible adult 
to live on small farm. Care of 
farm animals In exchange 
for small wage. No hydro, 
have creek water, warm one 
bedroom cabin. 57 miles up 
the Nass River Road. Only 
interested parties need 
reply. 627.7156. Prince 
Rupert. (stf) 
Apprentice baker needed. 
Starting salary ~.00 per hr. 
Must be young, reliable 
person. Apply In person nt 
the Blue Ribbon Baker,. 
(1978) Ltd., 4711 Lakelse 
Avenue. (rift1.012) 
Full or  part.time. Here Is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 - $8 per hour~ 
Training Is available. For 
Interviews call Joan- 638; 
8392anytime (Fuller Brush).. 
(ctf) 
The Terrace Public Library 
Is looking for a permanent 
par t .Hme ch i ld ren 's  
Ilbrarinn. Responsibilities 
Include selection nnd 
cataloguing of nil children's 
material as well as 
development of programs 
for children. The applicant 
should have relevant 
education and experience 
and should apply In person to 
the librarian. (¢2.-16,17) 
1 Peaney. TNT 100 guitar 
amplifier. I Yamaha 50.115B 
bass amp. 1 set high hat 
symbols c.w stand• Open to 
offers. Phone 635.7107 9.5 
p.m., 635.9792 after 6 p.m. 
Ask for Wayne. (c5.19) , 
550 Honda Super Sport. 
Excellent condition. Low 
mileage. $1,500. Phone 635. 
3373. (p3-18) 
BErn 
Sleeping room for rent, We are lookmg for a house to 
private entrance, near town. 
Share. kitchenette .with one 
parson. Weekly .bedding. All 
cooking facllltles supplied. 
Electric heat, share 
bathroom. Phone 635.4013 
after 4 p.m.'(c4.16) 
Unfurnished house for rent. 
Thornhlll area. 2 bedrooms. 
Responsibl~ couple.- Frldge, 
stove. Available Im- 
mediately. 635.4041. (p1-16) 
Two bedroom fully furnished 
• unit. Fireplace, dishes, 
linen, etc. Suitable for two 
working adults. No pels. 
Phone 635-6757. (p3-18) 
t 
2 bedroom suite for rent. 
Frldge & stove. No pets. 635- 
5627. (p3.16). 
For rent'in Thornhlll. One 
.bedroom furnished apart-' 
meat. $150 monthly. Singles 
only please. 635.2065. (p2-17) 
Two Vancouver bought 
wedding dresses for sale. I 
size 10 - white. I size 12 • 
white. Please call 635.3651. 
(p10-25) 
Situated on Pohle Ave. Cozy 
starter or retirement home 
wlth extra lot. 2 bedrooms, I
hathroom, llvlng room with 
slldlng glass door to rear 
• paflb, dlnlng nrea In kitchen 
and porch with laundry 
facilltles. Electrlc heat 
House has new cedar sldlng! 
on exterior. Extra lot is 
subdlvlded and can be sold 
rent by October 31. Doesn't 
have to he In town. Please 
call .635.6701 anytime. (c10- 
~5) 
Wanted to rent by middle- 
aged "cotu)le, abstainers, 
beth steadily employed. One 
or two bedrm, house or 
apartment. Prefer house 
Phone 635.7762. Ask for 
Arthur. (i)3.16) 
Retail or ' 
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to 1400 ft. nreas 
In choice Iocatlen on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace, 
B.C. 635-3576 or 255.1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept. 
1, 1978. (otf) 
Business opportunit ies 
meeting. Earn extra money,, 
meet new friends, become 
your own Independent boss. 
No obligations. Come have a 
coffee and give us your 
opinion. 
Place: Sandman Inn 
(basement). 
7:30 p.m. every Tuesday 
night. Ask for Corinne or 
Lyle. (c20-27) 
Girl guide cookies for sale. 
Will deliver. 635.3553. 635- 
3260. 635.3294. (nc-tfn) a package for $26,000. Firm. 
Call 635-2370 for appointment 
Wringer washer - S75. 2 girls to view. (cl8-31) 
bicycles $25 each. Ladles. " " "' 
skates $10 each. Ladles FOR SALE BY OWNER 
skates $15. 635-2829. (pS.17)~ Three bedroom house on 
large corner lot. Many 
LOOKING- FOR THE, 
SECURITY ! 
a second income ca d 
provide? The path to~ 
r~.'urlty Is only a decision -~ 
and a phone call - awayLW ~ ' 
train you.. 
Phone or wi'ite local Amway' 
separately. Asking S2O,000 distributor. D. and N. 
for house& S10,000 for extr~ Reynolds, B4310 Marsh 
lot. Botll are priced to sell as Crescent, Terrnce. 635-2009 
after 5:30. (c20.16 oct) 
4 winter tires. 14x750 with features. Must be seen to be 
factory meg rims. 1 double appreciated. For np. 
bed with box spring, polntment phone 632-2442 
Chesterfield & chair. GQod days.632.6728evenlngs.(c10- 
condition. Highest bidder 27) 
takes all. 635-6953 after 6 5 ACRES with small house 
p.m. (c5-18) on the bench. Price $45,000. 
Phone 63S.4453. (cff.m,f) 
1973 Skldoo Nordic 399 and 
ski outfit. Nordics boots (10), 
Kazamn sklls (175 cm.  
Tyrolla bindings. Phone 
N~rk, ~%~.3144 days, 635.2094 
after 6. (p~ct 12,13,16) 
Short box camper. CanopY, 
Ilned,Jnsulated, lights, roof 
rack, vent, etc. Good con. 
dltion. Offers. 635-3912. (c3- 
16) 
\ 
Used store fixtures. Ex- 
Safeway Store, Terrace. 
Walk-in coolers, freezers, 
display cases, sinks, scales 
etc. Refrigeration com- 
pressors. Phone Prince 
George Refrigeration. 563- 
6426. (p5-16) 
For  Sale: 2 ET mags with 
rubber 131/= Inch tread to fit 
GM products and one 410 
positrack for Olds. 635.9376. 
(p5-17) 
New Etectrolux. Must Selll 
Phone 635.5829. (c1.16) 
Gunsmlthlng, gun repair, 
refinishing, rebluelng, sight- 
Ins, quality work, fast ser. 
vice. No lob too big nr too' 
small. 
Quaonsway Trading 
3215 Kalum St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 631.1613 
atf.04) 
To buy or sell Avon call 
Mary, 635.2517. (ctf.04) 
I i i i ii J j i ii / 
Spot CASH for used 
I 
furn i ture,  household 
Items, guns etc. 
Queonsway Trading 
3215 Kalum St. 
638-1613 
(ctf-m,f) 
For Sale: one 40 HP 
Evenrude outbeerd. 635.7044. 
(c5.17) 
llorald olaseiflede 
set reedle, 
1970 Ford ~, T 4x4. 360 
engine, 4,000 miles, cam, 
headers, hi.risa, 4 barrel, 
sun roof, stereo, CB fights. 
New front hubs, new brakes, 
lposl-trac. Phone 635.3069, 
635.3903. (p3-16) 
1973 Dodge Road Runner. 
Good condition. ~5-3432. (p3- 
16) 
1974 Mazda RX3. Rotary 
Require 3 bdrm. house' or engine, only 25,000 miles. 
mobile home to rent i s . '  Excellent condition. F~r' 
mediately. 635-4380 or 635- winter, oil round radial tires 
4066. Responsible party with included. Phone 635.2777, 
excellent references. (fin) (p7.2o) ,. 
~ Province of Ministry of 
British Columbia •Highways and 
Public Works 
HIGHWAYS 
L 
HIGHWAYS - 
TENDERS 
Electoral District 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
To crush and stockpile 9000 Tons of 15 mm minas 
aggregate in iccOrdlnae with Section 202 and SecHon 
190 (of the General Speciflsations for Highway ¢o11. 
struction) Inthe Grenn River Pit (Ha. 518:!) located 02 
KM East of Prince Rupert, within D.L. 4401, Range S, 
Coast District. 
..Tender opening date: October 31, 1970 
.. Submit to Ministry of Highways 
.... 730 West 2nd Avenue, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
• .SEALED TENDERS, on the forms end in the en- 
velopes provided, accnmpenlnd by a bid bend or 
certified cheque ns defined in the Instructions to 
Bldderl, wilt be received by the Ministry of Highways 
and Public Works in Roam 237, Douglas BulMIng, 
Victoria, B.C. unless ntherwlsa specified, up to 2 p.m. 
(local Victoria time) on the day of the tender opening, 
at which time tenders will he opened in public. The 
lowest or nny tender not necessarily accepted. 
.. Tender forms with envelopes, plans, speniflcations, 
and conditions of tender ran be obtained from the 
Ministry of Highways and Public Works, 3176 Norland 
Avenue, Burnoby, B.C. VilG 391 (telephone 294-4711) 
unless otherwise specified, or from the undersigned for 
the sum of Sl0, between the hours of 11:31 a,m. and 4:30 
p.m. Monday to Friday, except holld&ys. 
.. If available, full.sisa drawings can also be obtained 
for an additional $10. 
• .The Ministry "General Specifications for Highway 
Construction," to which the construction of this con. 
tract shell conform, are also available for the sum of 
$10. Applicable. 
.. Cheques or money orders shell be made payable to 
the Minister of Finance. No such purchases are 
rotundehle. 
.. Tender documantsobtalnablo fr m Ministry of High 
ways 
710 West led Avenue 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
R.G. HARVEY: 
De?uty Mlnletw 
;- , .~  r o .. ~,. ~+ 
GOOD TRUCK FOR SALE 
Uue 1975 Dodge 1/= T. P.U. 
310, ion the floor. Has wall to 
wa l l  carpeting and seat 
covers. AM.FM radio, 
.cassette deck & tapes. 
Winter tires all around. 
43,000 miles, mostly hwy. 
Engine & body In good 
shape. Phone 635-6701. (c5 
"18) 
• 1976 Cnmero. Excellent 
oo~d. P.S., P.B., 8 track. 
1,600 miles. 638-1996 after 4 
. p.m. 638-8165. (p5-18) 
1973 Chevelle with new 
onglne. A.C., P.W., P.B., 
P.S. Low mileage on new 
ertglne. 63.5.3295 or view at 
~147 Queemway. (c12.2e) 
FOR SALE: 1973 Lauren- 
flan. Phone 635.29~8. (p5.20) 
12x68 mobile home, 2 Forhertherloformationon 
bathrooms, 3 bedrooms, these' and other job op. 
Completely or pertly fur. perbmities, please contact 
nlshed, located close to your local Canada Era- 
schools. 2 room iceY shack, pioyment Ceatre at 4630 
false fireplace. Ful l  length Lazelle Ave. 
covered walkway. 63.5.4591. 
:ctfn) CARPENTER Tem- 
perary Job. Must be Jour- 
MOBILE HOMES 
I~ew mobile hbmes 
from as low as$100.OC 
down. O.A.C. 
Set up and delivered, 
trades welcome. 
Phone "collect 591 
5105. 
(eft) 
i 
10'x48' with frldga, st, eve, 
freezer, sofa.bed, chair, low 
shack. $3995. For furthor 
Information 635.5961 after 6 
'12x48 lhree bdrm. mobile p.m..(oct19,20;23,24,25,26,27,) 
home with 2 finished nd-. 
dltlons. Phone 635.4692. (c5. 
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FIELD WORKERS 
l~.:t~. ,138 per week. 
COED TEEN CO. 
ORDINATOR - Part time, 
Evenings. $3.6.00 per hr. 
PHYSICIAN - Gen. Prae. 
18.12.1S.! .79.  Peds ,  
Gynecology and Obstiterie,, 
LOANS CLERK - 45 wpm~ 
typing. ~75 per mo, 
AUXILIARY CLERK - 
Steno llI. To Interview and 
assist clients with job ap 
Idlcatlon. $1055 per mo. 
AUXILIARY CLERK 
TYPIST - 50 wpm typing, 
$3.34 per hr. 
ADVERTISING 
SALESPERSON - Salary 
plus for commission. 
DEPARTMENT 
MANAGER - For 
automotive department. ;200 
per wek. 
REQUIRED FRVERAI, 
WAITERS & WAITRESSES- 
In Terrace. ~ and part 
time jobs. 
REQUIRED SEVERAL 
BABYSITTERS - In 
' Terrace. Full and part time 
ASSISTANT DEPART- 
MENT MANAGER - Auto. 
Dept. $4.10 per hr. to start. 
SALES CLERK - Weekend 
work. ~.00-3.50 per hr. 
TELEPHONE 
SOLICITOR - Must have. 
pleasant voice & courteous 
manner. $3.00 per hr. 
COOK - Chinese, $1050 per 
rho. 
PIZZA COOK - Mature, 
dean cut parson. Experience 
net necessary. $3.75 per hr. 
DOE. neg. two perseus 
ASST. PROJECT MGR. - 
$138 per week to coordinate 
tutors. 
GROUP HOME RELIEF, 
PARENT8- Must be couple 
to relieve regular 
housepare;ts. 8d~ys per mo. 
$340 per roD. per couple. 
COUNSELLOR 2 - BSW- 
RWE or university degree ifi 
social seimces. $1300 per 
mo. 
PRE SCHOOL 
TEACHERS - Must be 
qualified with cert~icats. 
SUBSTITUTE TEACHER 
APPRENTICE AUTO 
MECHANIC - Wages 
negotiable. 
BODY REPAIRMAN • 
Fully qualified with TQ. 2 
positions (1 In Terrace& 1 in 
Pt, Clemonts). 
AUTO MECHANIC • Mus~ 
be journeyman. Union wage. 
RADIATOR REPAIR- 
. Should have previous 
exn~rte~ce. 
CONSTRUCTION 
ELECTRICIAN - Terrace. 
Must be fully qualified, union 
rate. 
HEAVY DUTY 
MECHANIC - Britannia 
Beach. General Main- 
tunan~e. SklGder~. IWA + 
~13 per hr. 
WELDER - Must hav~ 
DPW I. Temporary Job,: 
union rate. 
CABINET lt]~iN][8HElt - 
Refinishing TV & home 
• enterta inment system 
,cabinets. ~.S0.S.50 per hr. 
SHOE REPAIRMAN - 
Must be fully qualified, t800 
neyman or equivalent. 
PLUMBER - Residential- 
commercial. ,Must be 
journeyman. Union rate. 
TOW TRUCK DRIVER - 
Mmt be experienced and 
have air ticket. Commission 
or wages, m.0o~.00' per hr.; 
COMPOSING ROOM 
FOREMAN Must  be 
journeyman or have 4 yrs. 
experience. 
TYPESETTER-  Must 
have keyboarding or paste 
up experience. Min. 45 wpm 
bypL.~. ~4.00 per hr. • 
LOG" TRUCK DRIVER ; 
Mint have Class 1 plus air. 
Temporary job. ~.00 per 
trip. 
TIRE BUSTER - Must 
have related experience. 
Wages nagotiable. 
ORAW LINES TO THE THIHG$ THAT GO 
TOGETHER. 
per mo. .JO~. - Stewart area. ~ . . . . . . . . .  
REPOSSESSED AND 
NEWMOBILE HOMES " 1970 Ford P.U. =A ton with 4. '~  ; % ..~ 
No down peyment'O.A.c, old. Asking $4,000 for both. , o 
635-4530. (c5.17) 
Will fly you into Van- 
couver all expenses paid. Vanguard camper 8'6" • 
delu~(e. Completely loaded 
Phone collect 437.4311 and Priced to sell. Phone 635. "k  
ask for Mr. Starks.. 4094. (r.5.19) • • o ,  
' (a10-27oct) SAVE $1,000 ,4~ ., 
• 'Renter Purchase: 1972 12x68 One year old 8' Frontier , '~"' 
Paramount trai ler with: Cab:over Camper. Fully 
fireplace. Near stores and leaded -- frldge, stove, ~ i¢~ ~'  
schools on private lot. Rent tureace, lacks etc. $3,500: 
$355 per me. with option to. Phone e' ~ 
buy or purchase. S9,S00. 635.7369 o r Opefl to offers. Will carr) after 6 p.m. (pS.19) 
second mortgage II , 
necessary. Ph. (112) 762, 
4612. Write Joe Rorke, Gen. 
'Del., Whnfield, B.C. (eft.06) # "  . j~f f~,  
FOR SALE OR LEASE 
'2x56 mobile home will, 
2xS6 addition on V= acr( 5 yr. old registered Morgan 
landscaped lot with fruit gelding. Keer's Warrior ~"  
Further Information phone; 
heel and berry bushes. 3 638-1494 or 635-3090. (c21.31~ 
Ixlrms., utility rm., living 
rm. with fireplece, dining 
rm,  wall to wail carpet. 6 3 yr. old gelding. 8 yr. old 
miles from town. Will sell or' Welsh pony. Both with 
lease to reliable party, saddles & bridles. 
635-3271 after 5 p.m. Reasonable prices. 635.4596. ~, 
IIOBII.E IIOME 
,- -.o.,,-o.-.,-,,o,oo..oc,,.o. ['g WE N D $ to be made 
| I  8overnmmmt'Ere ow avallabmgrantOn ur lovely I~ wlae aml I ~ i i  " . ' / d°ublewlde re°bile homes' You h°°se y°ur ' i CARRIERS nd :| decor, and we custom build to suit. / of $2500. applicable. I ~I  
I Expemm pald fare Vancouver - return. For I 
I free credlt check end approval please phone I 
' -  ' PRIZES to be / Parker Homes of Canada Ltd. / i '=" ' '  SO CALL  US . .  ' i i  r I m II " ~ l~ 
[RECIPE  TODAY 
SAUCE FOR PASTA ~ treet 
Mushroom sauces for spaghetti often consist of a few 
diced mushrooms in tomato sauce. For a change, here's a
muee with real mushroom character, suggested by the 
American Mushroom Institute: 
MUSHROOM ONION SAUCE FOR SPAGHETTI  
I pound fresh mushrooms 112 teaspoon basil eaves, 
or 2 vans (6 to 8 oz. each) crushed 
diced mushrooms 1/4 teupoon 8ro"nd 
' 0  
O .  
.o 
,jcotton Avenue 2800 Block Thornhll/ Street 4500 Block Graham Avenue 
1900 Block Queensway Kofoed Drive 
3900 Block Sande Avenue Seaton Avenue 
2100 Block Hemlock Burgess Avenue 
2300 Block Hemlock 
4700 Block Graham Avenue 
ROUIlI[S AVAILABLE IN KITIMAT 
SEND APPL ICAT ION FORM 
OR PHONE COLLECT TO 
.: TERRACE/K IT IMAT 
~ DAILY HERALD 
NAME 
Dutch Valley and Kalum Lake Road 
APPLIOATION FORM 
ADDRESS__ 
OITY 
PHONE 
AB[ • * 
i /4  cup butter or mwgsrine black pepper 
1/= cup chopped onion 1 pint half and half . ,  
t2tsblespoonslemonjuice8 tablespo  flour lpoundspaihetti,~ked: ri .nsed ~ N6m8367 m Andy MAil. TO 
. , , . . o - , ,  "~°"" ~" =,=9 51a i .  h ,  TERRACEIKIT IM,a 
--. , , , , - - - . - , -  - - -  / r t  " " ~ "~ =°''" ~=**""(m'-=~'*~-":~ ,~l;,b,.,,,. , ., , D AlLY HERA cure) or dndn ca.ned muJnpom.. ~a t.srle a,..e,.m=~ I,,, I , /  ,buiter. Add mushrooms ana omen. '%~'* ov.er low. sept, o.. nn.....o~--,o-.n,---"VC;: ~ , ,  ' .... / BOX 399- Ides. l~ove  from heat. St,_in i.emon ~.!ce.. utena mjnour, 
mlt, buff and black pepper: Urs(lUS~tY L,_~_m_n~r .sn~,,,~,..: 
• Cook , ,d  ,U,  - , t ,  , . e ,  , .b ,~ , , -n , -= ' . -~  . .M . . . . .=-  .~__.,r;~-~ • . . :~-~ ' - - '~- '~"  : . ,~ , o. ~o,,.=,. . ~=,-~=,, -,.,o;o : i - .W- .~A;~- .+~ _ ~_.= | .  T E RRAC S a .C .  
;#:, 
I 
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DEAR ABBY: A girl signed "Under Age and Over 
.Developed" wrote, "Whoever said, 'boys like good 
girls,' is crazyt" 
Well, she is dead wrong, l'm a 19-year-old male 
college student, and when I go out with a girl, all I 
expect is good company and nothing more. My 
problem is getting irls to believe that here are a lot of 
guys like myself who are saving themselves for 
marriage. They think l'm weird or gay or living in the 
stone age. 
If I thought that women were good for sex only I 
could save myself a lot of time and money by just 
picking up a prostitute. Don't get me wrong, Abby, I'm 
not one of those holier-then-thou characters. I just 
don't want all the guilt that goes with pre-marital sex. 
And I certainly don't need to risk getting VD or causing 
an accidental pregnancy. 
Please keep telling girls (a~d boys) to keep their 
I [Cro " ' 12 sswc , ra  I 18 
AC~0~8 L~ Football ,Part 17 Meslem ~ 
1 Dry pass 3 Wife of priest z3 24 
5 Gear tooth 4~ Purtial soR Osiris 
8 - -  au rhtnn of armor d Narrow 
IZ FaU to win el Spunb~ passage 
13 MJlkfL~ measure S Youngest 
14 In the same S0 Issue ferth son 
place (abbr.) 51 Attempt g IS In debt 
19 June bug 
ZZ A support 
~3Young boy 
~1 Anger 
15 Hendwear 
15 Pickpocket 
3o 
33 
standards high. I'm still old fashioned enough to want 15 Arabic SZ Goddess of ? Actress: ~.DL~ense of 
' . the girl I marry to be a virgin, and I hope there are letter discord Rite -- sheep 
A RJft Over Gifts nome girls out there who apprectato the same kind of 15 Cresceat ~1Fada| S City in = Edible tuber 47 guy. Sign me... 15 Dwelts feature M/~pp i  25 12dr 50 
sy Abiga i l  Van  Buren  STILLCLEANATNINETEEN $Smeil HSease IBorderou 31Favorite 
'btg~'el~Chlc~goWJlmno.N.Y. NewsSynd.in~. DEAR STILL: There are. And thanks for a particles organ 1eTwining ~IUrgean 53 
refreshing letter; Zl Fortune 55 Tidy stem 35 Female 
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter, 24, is being married to Z~ Slack • DOWN 11 Summer ndfa 
a 29-year-old man who was married before. (No 33Metric 1Wingllke drinks 3~Drmdmrd 
~ildren.) His marriage lasted le~s than two years, measure Averageaolutieaflme: 24rain. STFoothall 
This is our daughter's •first marriage. N Minor team 
41 
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CRYP~0~U~ 1~10 
The problem: we're giving our daughter a lovely 
church wedding. The groom's parents (who are 
socially very prominent) say they will attend, but they 
prefer not to send any of their friends or relatives in- 
vitations to the wedding. Their reason: "All of our 
friends and relatives gave wedding presents o our son 
just two years ago-and once is enough." 
Abby, what has our daughter to do with the wedding 
gifts his first wife received? Do you think the groom's 
parents have a right to cut down on the number of 
lovely gifts our daughter will receive just because her 
fiance was married before? 
ANAHEIM 
DEAR ANAHEIM: A wedding invitation is a bid for 
one's presence--not presents. But If the parents ef the 
groom choo~e not to send invitations for thet--or any 
.omer reason-it's the& privilege. 
DEAR ABBY: I am a grown woman and I'm so 
ashamed of my problem I don't want to ask anybody 
else, so I'm turning to you. 
I am never sure which fork or spoon to use when I am 
at a fancy dinner. I usually wait to see which utensil the 
others are using, then I follow suit, but I would like to 
be sure myself. 
Can you help me? 
DUMB ATTHIRTY 
DEAR THIRTY: Please don't call yourseU"dumb." 
You 8re smart enough to ask. 
Follow thb simple rule: When silverware le lined up 
on either side of the plate, use the spoon (or fo~k) ~nt 
is on the ouiside (farthest from Ihe plate) first, and 
work toward the plate. 
I 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
What Kind of day will LEO AQUARIU 
today be? To find out 
what thestars ay, read, You're ~ to .st.a.rt..u MarriedswillenJoyaperind 
the forecast given for new rmmmce, but you'a ue of contentment; Mnglm will 
your birth sign. wise to couMde~ carefully, move toward a more per- 
manent and lasting 
~ d h a  making aserlotm VIRGO ,L I~  prelal~°nahip" 
<Aug. = to ~ =~"~ <~eh = to ~.  2O> ' ~  
Wait for the proper moment Let compatitors know that 
before you uncover a new and you are in charge. Stick up for 
(Mar. St to 
Daydreaming could steal 
time and cause the doy to pau 
without ac~emenL Apply 
yourself and a project could 
succemfully concluded. 
TAURUS.. 
~Ap~. 21 to ~y  =~> ~l i :~  
The odds are against suc- 
cess right now, se bide your 
time effectively. Study 
arguments, go over plan& get 
ready to act when things look 
right. 
emma 11~ 
(May ~ to June 21) 
Don't let haste cause you to 
hurt the feelin@ of others. Be 
especially sensitive to co- 
worker. Avoid giving too 
many orders. 
CANCER 
(Juno = to Jmy =)w~ 
If you're alert and flexible, 
you may discover amlution to 
a problem that's been agging 
you. Careful thoughts in- 
clleated. 
revolutionary plan. More 
re~ear~ may be needed to 
launch your Idea. 
LmBA 
Tbe eddo are agalmt you in 
makl~g a malor dodMan Nut 
now; It yoepeetpme actim hx' 
a few d~,  thinp will go 
better. 
scommo nt,,~c, 
(Oct 34 to Nov. 3~) 
your're co~derlug a 
romantie proposal, act now. 
Be entre that you'll be pleased 
with the eoutcome. 
~G~S ~'~1~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Avoid eaeeues or you'D pay 
for tlmm mldweek. Wind up all 
~s  at hand and be rendy for 
next a~m~t .  
CAPmCOaN ~ 
(Dee. 23 to Jam. S01 
Good teelinm reign today. 
Plan a ptbe~ng d cloee 
&lands and s~lativea, You 
should have amnethin8 im- 
portent to celebrate moo. 
your achievements and don't 
hesitate to take credit where 
deserved 
YOU BOI~N TODAY have a 
dcep re~ for the past and 
cherish the heritage your 
f~y  h~ pwed dow~ to 
you. Your love of beauty has a 
strong Influence ca all you do. 
Musk, art and the theater are 
izmlblo careers, although you 
would do well in IzaJnesa, 
polities,or diplomacy. An 
audience 10dugs eat the best in 
you and you are an mteell~t 
pub~ speaker. Wrmng mieht 
provide an outlet for your 
many creative talants, as 
could acting. Despite your 
seeming outward assurance, 
you are a basically shy per- 
son, and you treasure your 
privacy. BMMato of: Augel8 
Lambury, actress. 
@!9'/8 Klna Features Byndkate, Inc. 
deity 
30 Constellation I~ 
31 Word with 
iron or lead 
33 A dessert 
33 Adventuress 
(slang) 
36 Style 
auto 
33 Seine 
33 Thesun 
40 Vestment 
I0-10 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
39 Sylvan deity 
4O Aremn gu~ 
• 41 Office note 
42 Wurttemberg 
~3 Italian coin" 
~4 Steak 
order 
45 Heard at 
the Met 
4~ Endare 
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P WSSAU ITZOWS IHZM PHO 
I TZMSAU 
Yestotdoy'o Cr~ptequip-- THAT STUPID FORWARD PASS 
BROUGHT ON BIG FROWNS. 
Today's Cr~ptoqulp clue: O equals D 
,nu~ ~ in a simple ml~Ututiou cq~er in which earn 
lettur used stands for anotber. If you tldnk llmt X equak O, it 
wiu equd OtUroqbeut he punic, s~e ~tm,  abort word~ 
and words using an apenU'q~e can 81ve you duen to lootL~ 
vowels. Solution is accompU~ed by trial and error. 
@10'/8 ~ Festun~ Syndicate, Inc. 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN By Stan Lee and John Remits 
f/.l. 
CA TFISH 
"I~aY UO0~C~ "  I rl 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
' u - -  
, . . . . .  ' ~/P/,~'J/b]~.. ~ ~,v,~.~.,~',~ ~ . ~ _  
,, .... , ,  
the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
"Whlplashl" 
• .............................................................................. I 
B.C. By JohnnyHart 
DOONESBURY. By Garry TrudeaU 
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